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Brazil Pushes Gulf LPFM Airs Emergency News
Ahead With
HD Radio
WQRZ, Licensed to a Ham Group,

Broadcasts During & After Hurricane
by Randy J. Stine

by Carlos Eduardo Behrensdorf
BRASiLLA, Brazil Brazilian radio is
heading into its greatest technological
change since Westinghouse made its first
transmission in the country in 1922,
experts here say.
On Sept. 26, transmission regulator
ANATEL authorized testing of Ibiquity
Digital's 1110C digital radio system.
With this decision, Brazil becomes the
third country on this side of the Atlantic to
launch HD Radio broadcasts in the AM
and FM bands, joining Mexico and the
United States.
In contrast to Eureka- 147 DAB, which
uses different frequency bands, HD Radio
places the digital carrier signal within the
same frequency bands as analog AM and
FM broadcasting.
Brazil has apopulation of approximately 186 mdlion, according to U.S. government figures, so the potential to sell HD
Radios in volume here is enticing to
Ibiquity. The company hopes Brazil's
choice to start using HD Radio on some
stations will influence other Latin
American countries to use the technology.
Ibiquity President/CEO Robert Struble
told Radio World at the NAB Radio Show
the spectrum efficiency of IBOC is "compelling" to the governments of other countries and said the company has seen
increased interest recently from overseas.
Broadcast Electronics, for example, is
providing equipment to test HD Radio in
Switzerland.

BAY ST. LOUIS, Miss. The creation
of alowpower FM radio service in 2000
was supposed to enhance radio service,
typically in smaller markets. It certainly
worked in at least one rural Mississippi
county during Hurricane Katrina, according to those familiar with the circumstances.
WQRZ(LP) was the only Hancock
County radio station still broadcasting
after Katrina decimated much of the
western Mississippi coast in late August.
However, managing to stay on the air
involved multiple studio moves and the
help of outside broadcast suppliers and
engineers.
The 100-watt station, licensed to the
Hancock County Amateur Radio
Association Inc., was the only communications link with the outside world for
many area residents in the days immediately following Katrina, according to
local emergency management officials.
While some other regional signals
could be heard in the area, sources said
WQRZ was the only one based in the
county that was on the air and trying to
provide radio service and information
specifically for county residents.
"This is exactly the reason why we put
the station on the air in 2003. The con-

cept was to put on a station with the
intent to broadcast emergency information during emergencies," said Brice
Phillips, chair of the Hancock County
Amateur Radio Association Inc. board of
directors. "This is exactly what radio is

The crew responsible for getting VVORZ(LP) back on air. From left:
Chief Engineer Brice Phillips; Alexandra Bobo, office manager of Radio
Works R.F. Consulting; contractor Sara Allen; Gary Sessums, a
TV engineer based in Tampa; and Gary Minker, owner of Radio Works.
They are at the entrance to Phillips shed, VVORZS transmission facility.
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HD Radio the way

Tests launched
The first HD Radio transmission tests
are being performed by stations owned by
large radio groups in Brazil: Sistema
Globo de Rádio, Bandeirantes, Jovem
Pan, RBS and Eldorado. Digital signals
from these companies are on the air in Rio
de Janeiro, São Paulo, Belo Horizonte,
See BRAZIL, page 16
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supposed to do, serve their communities.
"We are the only amateur radio group
to specifically put on a station for this
purpose. To have aham radio operations
center and radio station in the same building for civil defense purposes is unique."
Hancock County, with 17,460 households and more than 39,000 people,
See WORZ, page 6
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Cumulus, Susquehanna Sorting Out Merger
Companies Discuss Division of Engineering

rivals who are eyeing the assets of Walt
Disney's ABC Radio.
Dickey said the company would evaluate all opportunities.
Both companies have committed to
converting the bulk of their stations to
HD Radio. Top engineers for both told
RW no decisions had been made about
the acquisition's impact on engineering.
Norman Philips, vice president/DOE,
Susquehanna Radio Corp., said, "As far
as digital rollout is concerned for the
Susquehanna side we are continuing our
installations according to our Ibiquity
schedule. Three more stations have
equipment ordered and will be on line
before the end of the year."

Work in Light of Merger Plans
by Leslie Stimson

ATLANTA
Cumulus Media and
Susquehanna Media are discussing the
best way to merge staffs and manage
operations in anticipation of their deal
closing early next year.
Cumulus Media and investors formed
a partnership to acquire Susquehanna
Radio from its parent company,
Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co. for about
$1.2 billion.
Susquehanna is the nation's largest

closely held radio operator by revenue,
with $231.1 million in revenue last year.
If the deal closes as expected in the
first half of 2006, Cumulus Media,
directly and through its investment in
Cumulus Media Partners, would own and
operate 343 radio stations in 67 U.S.
markets.
Cumulus Chairman/CEO Lew Dickey
and media analysts believe the deal, the
largest radio buy in years, could presage
more transactions and potentially put
Cumulus on more equal footing with
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Cumulus Corporate DOE Gary Kline
said, Tve kmviianipp„ qrol paux pf the
Siisquefianna Engineers for a long time
and regard their Vbiork and áccorhplishments as top notch. ... The combining of
the engineering resources of our two
companies will create an engineering
team that is filled with màrty experienced
and respected engineers korn both
groups."
Susquehanna has 33 radio stations in
eight markets including San Francisco,
Dallas, Houston, Atlanta, Cincinnati,
Kansas City, Indianapolis and York,
Pennsylvania.
Cumulus has stations mostly in medium to small markets and the deal would
allow it to grow into larger markets, said
Dickey. By combining its station
resources in two markets, Houston and
Kansas City, with those of Susquehanna,
Dickey said Cumulus hopes to benefit
from economies of scale.
Cumulus will contribute its two FM
stations in Houston and two FM stations
in Kansas City, in return for its membership interest in the partnership. Cumulus
Media, Inc. will initially own approximately 25 percent of Cumulus Media
Partners, with performance incentives
that can increase that stake up to
approximately 40 percent. Pursuant to a
management agreement, Cumulus
Media, Inc. will be paid a quarterly
management fee.
Dickey said Cumulus would probably
break even in the first year of that fee and
then profit in subsequent years.
The acquired stations would comprise
a fifth region for Cumulus, which has
four now. The company anticipates hiring
additional personnel in Atlanta to help
manage the new stations, Dickey said.
Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co. has also
agreed to sell its cable television and
broadband division to Comcast Corp. for
approximately $750 million, according to
Wall Street Journal sources.
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Rehr to Lead NAB in New Direction?
Head of Beer Wholesaler Group Seen
As a Connected Lobbyist and Rainmaker
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON Members of the
NAB board believe good political connections with Republican leaders on
Capitol Hill and the ability to raise
funds will help their new CEO lead the
broadcast association over its coming
political hurdles.
The association is in the midst of a
battle to get members' local TV signals
carried by cable companies as part of
the DTV transition. For radio, an
immediate goal is to get the FCC to
authorize IBOC on AM permanently
and to allow multicasting on a nonexperimental basis.
In choosing David Rehr, NAB went

with lobbying experience and connections over broadcast credentials. Rehr
was president and chief lobbyist for
the National Beer Wholesaler's
Association. He joins NAB on Dec. 5
as its new president and chief executive officer. The board announced the
selection in October.
Rehr made the top lobbyist list this
spring in The Hill newspaper, which
wrote, " Under Rehr's leadership, the
beer wholesalers' political action committee has grown to be the fifth most
generous in politics, doling out over
$2.3 million in the last election cycle."
In his first address to the NAB board,
Rehr pledged a "hands on" approach
and said he would seek industry guid-

More Receivers
Hoped for Soon
By late this year or early next, the
FCC likely will act on digital radio.
That's the expectation of David Layer,
director of advanced engineering in the
NAB
Science
and Technology
Department, speaking at an AES session this fall.
"We're waiting to hear back from
the FCC on the standard and whether
they think it's suitable for them to be
able to craft IBOC rules," Layer said in
October.
He was referring to the in-band, onchannel standard for digital audio
broadcasting, dubbed NRSC-5, sent to
the FCC earlier this year by the standards- setting National Radio Systems
Committee. The FCC has already
called IBOC a "de facto standard" for
terrestrial radio to go digital.
Layer spoke at a panel on digital
radio at the Audio Engineering Society
convention in New York. More than
20,000 attendees visited 452 exhibitors
for the event, according to organizers.
More to come
Mike Lyons, vice president of aftermarket business development for Ibiquity
Digital, said the company predicts 3,000 or
more stations could be on the air with IBOC
within two to three years. As of Oct. 20, the
company reported 546 on the air.
Ibiquity considers Chicago, which has 21
stations transmitting the digital/analog signals to be aso-called "saturated" market.
Combined, those 21 stations garner a43.4
share of the 12+ audience in the market, he
said.
Ibiquity also introduced areceiver reference design in October. Lyons said the company hopes the component would be used
by receiver manufacturers and enable them
to cut costs for integrating IBOC into existing AM and FM product lines and getting
HD Radios to market faster.
The company expects to see 20 to 25
models of HD Radios out in the next year
using these reference designs.
Four new manufacturers — City
Electronics, OPUS Art and Technology Co.
Ltd., Sangean and Zylux Acoustic Corp —

have acquired licenses to develop HD Radio
modules and receivers. These companies,
along with existing HD Radio licensees
RockridgeSound Technology Co. and
Orient Power, will use Ibiquity reference
designs in manufacturing home and tabletop
receivers.
Meanwhile, Dave Wilson of the
Consumer Electronics Association said
CEA is working on a system to make
auto aftermarket product installations
easier for dealers and retailers. Adoption
of this network protocol in the car
would, hopefully, help get digital radio
into cars faster.
Based on a survey of CE product
installers, 66 percent of respondents said it
was relatively easy to install aftermarket
products into Fords, while VW was at the
other end of the spectrum, with only 24 percent Video and wireless phones were more
difficult to install, according to the survey.
While radio was not mentioned specifically
as difficult to install, "the trend seems to be
down for ease of installation of all aftermarket products," said Wilson.
Spurred by strong consumer demand for
iPod docking installations, Wilson said, several auto manufacturers and CE manufacturers are collaborating on the network protocol to ease aftermarket installation. The
group is trying to reach agreement on what
products and functions to include, Wilson
said.
Also at the session, Leonard Kahn of
Kahn Communications, developer of competing Cam-D technology, said his Web site
lists seven stations that are using that digital
radio system for AM. The stations, he said,
have been using the technology for nearly a
year.
Skip Pizzi, Microsoft's TV standards and
regulatory affairs manager and aRadio
World columnist, sounded acautionary note
about digital radio, saying how the digital
rights management issue is acloud hanging
over the digital content industry and until
that's settled, the IT industry likely would
resist getting wholeheartedly involved in
digital radio.

ance, including meeting with station
operators and state association executives.
After what NAB board members
described as an "exhaustive" search,
Bruce Reese, president and chief executive
officer
of
Bonneville
International and NAB joint board
chairman, stated Rehr is " a highly
skilled advocate with apassion for policy and a deep understanding of how
Washington works."
Rehr, 46, has been named a "Top
Association Lobbyist" by The Hill
multiple times, and has been featured
in " Beachum's Guide to Key
Lobbyists." He succeeds Eddie Fritts,
who held the job since 1982 and is
considered among the most visible
leaders of a lobbying organization on
the Hill.
The National Beer Wholesaler's
Association represents 2,200 businesses that distribute malt beverage products. Rehr became president of NBWA
in 2000; previously, he was senior vice
president of government affairs for the
association.
Rehr signed a " multi- year agreement," according to the announcement.
Disney lobbyist Mitch Rose, a former staffer for Sen. Ted Stevens, RAlaska, had been rumored to be on the
short list. His network affiliation may
have worked against him. The TV networks and NAB have argued over ownership cap implementation over the

years, and one by one, the major nets
have left NAB membership.
ABC
recently
rejoined
and
observers believe a priority for Fritts'
successor is to get other networks
back.
Business background
In a resignation letter to the NBWA
members, obtained by Radio World,
Rehr said his decision to leave was difficult, but, "Ifeel Iam departing NBWA
at apoint when its membership, leadership and staff is at its strongest, and I
know the future holds great things for
See REHR, page 5
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Kahn and IBOC's 'Poor Connection'
by Paul McLane
In a recent posting on his Web site,
technology innovator Leonard Kahn
excoriated Radio World for the way in
which we quoted one of his FCC filings. He told Web visitors that RW took
what he wrote out of context, aserious
charge.
Attentive readers know there is ahistory here. Radio World consistently has
argued that the charismatic and contentious Kahn has important things to say
about radio's future, that he's worth listening to. At the same time we have
urged him to be more forthcoming with
decision- making bodies and less confrontational in his approach to presenting
his arguments not just with RW, but to
the FCC, NRSC or anyone else.
In reaction he has withdrawn his cooperation from RW staff, writing publicly
that we don't know what we're doing,
we're not fair to him, that we've "put
false words in his mouth," that we've
spread false rumors, that we're out to
scare you. He recently wrote on his site,
"It's very difficult to know who you are
talking with at Radio World," among
many other things.
It's sad, actually, given our exceptional
history of opening these pages to alternative viewpoints and informed debate.
(Kahn also refers to Clear Channel
engineering executive Jeff Littlejohn —
whom he identifies as "the 5 kHz guy"
— by saying, "Iunderstand that he is the
iron-fisted leader of the iBOCers getting
those lock- step' decisions out of
NRSC." While you can argue about the
influence of Littlejohn, such statements
are unfair not only to him but to the hardworking radio engineers and standards
makers at Greater Media, Susquehanna,
Radio One, Beasley, Infinity and other
companies as well as the non-broadcasters on the NRSC.)
So as Ihave said, it's hard to embrace
him. Idispute the criticisms he's leveled
at RW vigorously.
However, he's got a valid point with
his latest gripe.

We quoted Kahn's filing to the FCC
accurately but the quotation was not representative of his argument. In particular
the large-print "pull quote" inadvertently
left an impression Kahn was not trying to
make.
In fairness to him and in the interest of
full reporting to you, we reproduce his
entire filing on page 20 of this issue.
And lest there be any confusion about
where he stands, Iencourage you to read
all of Kahn's filings about IBOC. They
are sometimes funny, sometimes ranting
but always thought- provoking. Go to
http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prodlecfs/comsrch_v2.cgi; then type "99-325" in Field
1and " Kahn" in Field 4. Let the man
speak for himself.
His own summary, from his Web site,
is this: IBOC is a "proprietary system
that literally jams neighboring stations,
sounds like apoor phone connection, and
doesn't work at all at night and can never
provide the same nighttime service that
the Public relies on from KSL, WOAI,
WABC, WBZ, WCBS, WLW,'WLS,
WWL, KNX, WGN, WTOP, KFI,
XETRA, KCBS, KNBR, WJR, KMOX,
KOY, KRVN, KLAC, WRVA, etc. ...
every night of the year."
Nothing fuzzy about that statement.
Meanwhile, Mr. Kahn:
RW's goal is fairness and accuracy.
We take our job seriously, and Iwould
love to have your side of the story told
more often and completely. It's unfortunate that for whatever reasons, the communication between your organization
and ours has been strained or cloudy.
Perhaps you and Ican discuss it over
coffee at some point; apersonal relationship often solves these issues.
Regardless, we should be able to disagree
about ideas while continuing in these
pages the debate over important technical
arguments that you so ardently vocalize.
I invite you to write a Guest
Commentary in our pages at any time
and insist only that you follow the guidelines that we apply to all of our writers
(the content must be relevant to radio and
not be obscene or libelous).

.
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And here are the names of the only
people you really need to know at RW to
make sure your views are reported accurately. We will always return your call.
You can ask for U.S. Editor in Chief Paul
McLane ( that's
me),
or News
Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie
Stimson. Our phone numbers are (703)
998-7600, ext. 117 and 129, respectively.
You
can
write
to
me
at
radioworld@imaspub.com or her at
lstimson@imaspub.com. All readers are
welcome to keep our numbers handy.
* * *
Responding in amuch different tone to
criticism is George Beasley. In arecent
issue we pointed out that his company
had made abig deal of awards it gave to
market managers, sales managers and
other executives. We criticized the group
for omitting any acknowledgement of
engineering in making those awards.
On page 46 of this issue, Beasley
replies graciously, and adds, "If there
were ever a time the industry needed
smart, efficient engineering and technology to propel our industry forward, it is
now." Iappreciate his reply.
One of my goals is to help the industry
do abetter job of acknowledging contributions of our engineers. That's why
we've virtually singlehandedly prompted
broadcast owners to begin issuing press
releases when they hire or promote engineers; created the Radio World
"Excellence in Engineering" Award honoring an Engineer of the Year; and regularly profiled engineers and technical
managers. Engineering is about people,
and you'll find them in these pages.
Please help by writing to me about any
engineering success stories, job changes
or other news.
* * *
Congratulations to Prophet Systems.
Its Web site recently won the Print Media
"Award of Distinction" from the
Communicator Awards, an international

competition honoring excellence in communications. The site is www.prophetsys.com.
* * *
"High Times
Radio." " Radio
Garbanzo:' "Voice of Laryngitis." "Voice
of Gilligan." "Hitch- Hiker's Guide to the
Galaxy Electromagnetic Emissions."
Ever see this list of pirate stations and
their mailing addresses? Al Peterson
shares alink. "Some of the names these
bootleggers chose are hysterical," he
writes. Go to www.blackcatsystems
.com/pirate/drops.
* * *
Changes are afoot in IMAS Publishing
editorial. Terry Hanley, who has done
superb work as production editor for
Radio World Engineering Extra as well
as IMAS listings coordinator, becomes
editor of contract publishing taking over
duties from T. Carter Ross, who moved
up to editorial department director a
while back.
Kelly M. Brooks assumes the role of
production editor for RW Engineering
Extra, working with Technical Editor
Michael LeClair and me. She will continue with her Studio Sessions duties here.
* * *
Is your radio station or group prepared
for disaster?
More than ayear ago, we published in
these pages achecklist prepared by anetwork's contingency planning coordinator
in support of the Web site www.mediadisasterprep.com. The article contained
valuable information on helping broadcasters prepare for, mitigate and survive
disasters that could threaten operational
viability.
The topic has been in the news again
this year thanks to the season of hurricanes, but really it's acritical matter at all
times. In response to a reader request
we've reposted that article. Irecommend
it to you.
Visit www.rwonline.com, click on
Special Reports and scroll down to "A
Checklist to Help Broadcasters Prepare
for the Unexpected."•
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CEA: CE 04
Shipments
To Increase 9%
LAS
VEGAS
The Consumer
Electronics Association is projecting revenues from sales of CE devices to increase
9 percent in the fourth quarter. That's
based on results of CEA's 12th Annual
Holiday Sales and Forecast survey.
The trade association is forecasting
that overall holiday spending will
increase 14 percent per average household (from $ 1,254 to $ 1,430) over 2004,
factoring in gifts, decorations, food, travel and other assorted holiday expenses.
The survey tracks the consumer electronics devices consumers intend to give as
gifts, as well as those they hope to receive.
The MP3 player topped both lists this year,
displacing the digital camera at the top of
the gift list and the plasma TV at the top of
the wish list from last year's survey.
According to the 1,000 U.S. adults
interviewed by phone, consumer interest
in buying a portable MP3 player has
increased eight percentage points from
2004, from 20 percent to 28 percent.
Revenues from sales of MP3 players are
up 105 percent so far this year, according
to CEA Market Research.

Ibiquity Uses eBay
For HD-R Upgrades
COLUMBIA, Md. Ibiquity Digital
hopes to speed public adoption of HD
Radios by enticing consumers to trade in
their old analog radios on eBay to receive
cash back when they buy anew digital
radio on eBay or someplace else.
Those who buy their HD Radio through
eBay or other retailers through Jan. 31 are
eligible to receive an additional $20 mail-in
rebate, according to Ibiquity.
Figures of how many people had taken
advantage of the offer by mid-October were
not available, said an Ibiquity spokeswoman.
The Ibiquity radio trade-in process is
completed in four steps: A consumer
would go to the "Trade in your old radio"
link on www.ebay.com/hdradio. The individual then receives an estimate on the
value of the analog radio he or she plans
to trade-in using an on-line estimator.

Rehr
> Continued from page 3

this organization."
NBWA Board Chair Phillip Short,
president and chief executive officer of
P.A. Short Distributing Co., credited
Rehr with helping NBWA to " hit
record numbers in membership dues
revenue and political action committee
contributions. Just recently, NBWA had
the best attended convention and trade
show in more than 20 years."
In a statement, Short said NBWA
was implementing a succession plan it
had in place.
Prior to NBWA, Rehr served as
director for Federal Governmental
Relations, House, for the National
Federation of Independent Business; he
also worked for former Republican

After receiving an e-mailed shipping
label, the customer prints aprepaid shipping label and ships the old radio with
the proof of purchase of the new HD
Radio to the trade-in center. Participants
will receive acheck for the trade-in value
of their old radio, whether it was purchased from eBay or another retailer.
The following HD Radio receivers are
eligible for the rebate program: Alpine
(DVA-9965), Audio Design Associates
(Quadri-tune), Boston Acoustics (Recepter
Radio HD), Fujitsu/Eclipse (HDR-105 HD
Radio tuner box only), JVC ( KDSHX900), Kenwood ( KTC-HR100,
Kenwood
KTC-HRIOOMC,
KTCHR1OffIR, EZ 900 HDS - HD Radio tuner
boxes only), Panasonic (CQ-CB8901U),
Polk Audio ( i
Sonic Entertainment
System), Radiosophy (Multistream), Rotel
(RT-1084 HD), Sanyo (ECD HD 1990M)
and Yamaha (RX-V4600).

Robotics, Digital
Home Hot
CE Trends
ARLINGTON, Va. What's going to be
hot on the consumer electronics front?
According to the Consumer Electronic
Association, you need to keep an eye on
recordable high-definition content, domestic
robotics, digital home studios, interactive
gaming and innovative displays. These are
five "technologies to watch" named by CEA.
"The ability to receive and record HD
content at home is quickly becoming areality of the digital age. The surge in HDTV
sets and HD programming will see recordable high-definition devices, including Bluray Disc, HD DVD and HD DVR, also
making abig impact in the market," CEA
wrote. "Already, digital video recorders can
be found in nearly 10 percent of American
homes and the number is expected to rise in
2006 with more cable and satellite providers
offering the HDVR service."
Robotic vacuums can already be found in
ahalf amillion American homes and other
domestic robots that can control home networks, sort laundry or scrub the kitchen
floor are not far off, according to the survey
results.
The choice of digital cameras, camcorders, audio players, software and printers, along with other digital imaging and
Rep. Vin Weber of Minnesota and as a
staff member for the House Small
Business Committee.
As reported earlier, Fritts signed a
contract extension in 2004 and a consultant deal that will extend until 2008.
NAB Joint Board Chairman Phil
Lombardo, the chief executive officer
of Citadel Communications, and
Immediate Past Joint Board Chair
David Kennedy, president and chief
executive officer of Susquehanna
Media, co-chaired the search committee.
Lombardo and Kennedy retained
executive search firm Spencer Stuart to
identify possible candidates, the same
firm now being used by the Radio
Advertising Bureau to fill Gary Fries'
position. They said some 80 candidates
were considered for Fritts' role.
Rehr has a doctorate in economics
from George Mason University.
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video recording devices and arressories, has
created anew segment of savvy consumers
that create their own digital home studios to
create, edit, print, store and share digital
content, according to CEA. In 2005, the
group predicts consumers will spend about
$14 billon on devices for DIY content creation, which represents about one third of
the total sales of digital cameras and camcorders.
With arenewed focus on home design
and space, flat panel DTV displays such as
plasma, LCD and DLP have become
increasingly popular. Sales of these sets will
grow even as the average wholesale TV
price increases from $323 to $533, according to CEA forecasts.

News Roundup
Eureka Radios: Semiconductor manufacturer Frontier Silicon says it has a
new module that achieves 100-hour battery life for portable DAB digital radios.
The change increases listening time and
reduces implementation costs, according
to the company. The Venice 4.0
DAB/FM/RDS module will be available
to receiver makers by year-end.
Australia DAB: The Australian
Federal Minister for Communications
says the country will use the Eureka- 147
technology for digital radio. Australia
sees digital radio as asupplement to ana-

log, rather than as areplacement; therefore, the new technology will be introduced in phases, beginning with large
metropolitan areas, according to Senator
Helen
Coonan,
minister
for
Communications,
Information
Technology and the Arts.
New commercial license allocations
will be frozen for six years once the digital broadcasts begin.
Emmis: Emmis Communications plans
to expand its European radio holdings by
acquiring a66.5 percent share in aradio
network in Bulgaria for $3 million. The
network, Radio FM Plus, programs an
AC format. The deal is subject to regulatory approval; participants expect it to
close next month. Emmis owns and operates national stations or networks in
Belgium. Hungary and Slovakia.
RAB: The Radio Advertising Bureau
has hired an executive search firm,
Spencer Stuart, to help identify candidates for its top post, president and CEO.
Gary Fries, who has held that job for
more than 14 years, said in August he
would not seek to renew his contract,
which expires in December 2006.
Ballpark Promo: XM Satellite Radio
gave afree satellite radio to every fan at
the first game of the World Series in
October, about 40,000 receivers. Fans
received acoupon good for aDelphi XM
RoadyXT satellite radio, which has a
retail value of about $80. The giveaway
promotes XM's first year with Major
League Baseball.
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Year after year, broadcasters depend on Radio Systems' studio products.
For performance, price and dependability

THERE IS NO BETTER VALUE.
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WQRZ
Continued from page 1

according to census figures, is also home
to WBSL(AM), a5 kW daytime station,
owned by Hancock Broadcasting Corp.
That station was severely damaged by
Katrina.
"They are just mush at this point,"
Phillips said in October.
This is not the first time the
Mississippi Gulf Coast has been devastated by a hurricane; Camille struck the
same area, sometimes referred to as this
country's "third coast:' in 1969.
"In fact, our station's slogan was
'Broadcasting through rain, shine or
another Camille,' and this was another
big one. This area has historically lacked
much emergency communications ability.
Ithink we managed to change that this
time:' Phillips said.
Phillips built WQRZ's studio inside
his home, which sits approximately three
miles off the beach in Bay St. Louis.
Once Katrina reached Category 4 status
he realized he had to change locations for
his own safety and in order to keep the
station on the air, he said.
Phillips, who is aham radio operator,
climbed a 130-foot 25-G Rohn tower on
his property and removed one bay of his
four-bay, circularly polarized antenna.
After scooping up as much studio gear
as possible, he moved operations to the
Hancock County Emergency Operations
Center and resumed broadcasting in
Bay St. Louis in the Justice Court
Building.
"I mounted the one-bay on a45-foot
tower behind the building and used our
DC-powered Crown FM100-E transmitter, which Ihad grabbed from the house.
Iran the coax and was on the air,"
Phillips said. He used car batteries at one
point to keep the transmitter running.
His temporary studio consisted of four
300-disk CD changers, amicrophone and
laptop computer, he said. However, the
Justice Court Building was only suitable
for ashort time after part of the building's
roof came off and the building flooded
when Katrina's storm surge struck.
Several studio moves
Phillips next moved to atemporary emergency operations center at avocational-tech
center north of Bay St. Louis and later was
forced to another facility near Stennis
International Airport, further northwest of
Bay St. Louis. It was the first of two loca-

tions the station would use near the airport,
which sits adjacent to aNASA test site. By
this time engineering help had arrived,
Phillips said.
Gary Minker, president of Radio Works
RF Consulting, said he arrived aweek after
Katrina hit and went to inspect WQRZ's
transmission facilities at Phillips' house. He
found the house "smashed," but an outbuilding and the tower remained intact.
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and the transmitter from Quincy."
Harris offered turnkey installations to stations affected by Hurricane Katrina, shipping pre-made shelters with transmitters and
equipment pre-wired, Kneller said.
Kneller said Harris would eventually
have discussions with WQRZ officials
regarding its equipment and long-term
financing options available if the equipment
provided is still needed.

Phillips surveys damage to his home and station headquarters with Minker.
Phillips relocated some station equipment to the Hancock County Emergency
Operations Center prior to Hurricane Katrina 'slandfall, but studio equipment
left behind was destroyed along with his home. The shed to the right survived the storm and was cleaned up and outfitted with Harris gear.
"The high watermark on atelephone pole
on his property was approximately 25 feet.
However, we determined that the *antenna
on the Rohn tower was salvageable. The
transmission line had failed, so we re-fed
the antenna and mounted a new STL
receive antenna," Minker said.
Meanwhile, Harris Corp. coordinated
with the Florida Emergency Operations
Center in Tallahassee in an effort to get
broadcast equipment to the storm-ravaged
area. When it became clear that WQRZ
needed equipment to remain on the air and
increase its signal strength, Harris shipped
emergency studio gear and a 1kW Quest
transmitter within 24 hours of receiving the
request, said Hal Kneller, manager of Public
Radio Initiatives for Harris.
"Our GCSD (Government Communications Systems Division) had been talking
with the Florida EOC, which was using
Tallahassee as astaging area," Kneller
said. "We immediately shipped cables,
microphones, headphones, mixer and an
Optimod from our facility in Mason, Ohio,
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Minker met the Harris shipment, which
included aDielectric one-bay FM antenna,
in Tallahassee and loaded up his recreational vehicle.
"You just bring as much test equipment
and do whatever you need to keep the station on the air. You assess the situation,
assess for safety and get the job done,"
Minker said.
Rebuilding the transmitter site at Phillip's
house became the priority for Minker. The
utility shed was cleared of bayou mud and
sediment to accommodate the Quest transmitter. A diesel generator powered the site,
Minker said.
FCC grants power increase
With the WQRZ transmitter site functioning and the temporary studio at Stennis
International Airport buoyed by the additional Harris gear, local Hancock County
emergency managers requested that
Phillips seek atemporary power increase
to allow the station's signal to cover the
entire county, Phillips said.

Sara Allen, president of Ciara
Enterprises Inc., abroadcast engineering
consulting firm, said she responded to a
request from the Society of Broadcast
Engineers to assist stations hard hit by
Katrina.
"I did request special authorization from
the FCC to get the power increase," Allen
said. Local emergency managers "needed a
tool to communicate emergency rumor
control, health and welfare information
directly to the people of that county." She
arrived in Bay St. Louis approximately a
week after the hurricane.
Allen, who also serves on the Toolkit
Work Group for the FCC's Media Security
and Reliability Council and is developing a
model disaster recovery-planning document, said she received Special Temporary
Authority to raise the station's power to 4
kW.
"The FCC expedited our request.
However, the most we could use was 1,300
watts due to some technical limitations to
the antenna, which was designed to handle
only about 1kW. Still, it was enough power to give us aradius of about 17 miles and
enough to cover the entire county at
103.5:' Allen said.
Allen spent several weeks helping
Phillips with technical issues and even
subbed on the air occasionally during that
time.
"I learned that good radio can be produced with minimal equipment and that
desperate times call for desperate measures, including finding fuel wherever and
whenever possible," Allen said.
Acquiring fuel to keep the generator
running at WQRZ's transmitter site was a
logistical challenge, she said, with Phillips
even floating in 10-gallon cans of diesel in
chest-deep water during Hurricane Rita,
which followed on the heels of Katrina, to
keep WQRZ on the air.
Phillips said he expects to move
WQRZ's studios to a building in Kiln,
Miss., this fall before eventually rebuilding
permanent facilities on his property.
"We may be eligible for apublic assistance grant to rebuild. It's always been a
financial struggle and things are even
worse now," Phillips said.
Meanwhile, the STA expires in early
December, but Phillips said he expects to
apply for an extension.
As for the help Phillips received in the
months following Katrina, he said, "We
realized we were not in this alone.
Hopefully this will inspire other folks in
other communities that when you have to
deal with man-made or natural disasters
it can be done."
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To Replace Howard,
It Takes a Village
Or Close to One
NEW YORK Infinity is replacing 27
morning shows at once — a move the
company believes is unprecedented — to
replace departing Howard Stern.
To serve the needs of various markets,
the group said it will use 10 approaches,
including a new " Free FM" format.
Infinity hopes to syndicate some of the
programming and said it would have
more announcements.
Infinity will take a revenue hit when
Stern leaves, but Chairman Joel
Hollander declined to put a number on
the likely impact. He said while Stern
generated about $ 100 million in annual
revenue, the departure is an opportunity
to gain advertisers who wouldn't buy
time on Stern, such as American Express
and Mercedes Benz.

Radio World

Converted to new formats already are
KIFR(FM), Washington; WYSP,
Philadelphia and KPLN, San Diego.
Other hosts of the format include
Penn Jillette, half of the magician act
Penn & Teller. He will host one hour of
the new format in several markets.
A variety of morning options have
been developed for the remaining Stern
stations including syndication of Infinity
personalities, format changes and the
creation of live local programs.
Rover, now heard on Infinity's
WXTM(FM),
Cleveland
and
WAZU(FM), Columbus, Ohio, adds several markets.
WJFK(FM)'s The Junkies will
expand their lineup to include WHFS,
Baltimore.
For a full listing of station changes,
go to: www.infinitybroadcasting.com.

7

The organization also is promoting its
multicasting offerings on WBOI HD I, HD2
and HD3, and HD Radio in general, on its
Web site. Among the explanations: "How is
HD Radio is different from satellite radio."
WBOI states: "While Sirius and XM use
digital transmission, akey difference is that
our digital broadcasts will be over-the air
and available free to all listeners, whereas
satellite radio is amonthly pay subscription
service. There is no monthly charge to
enjoy HD Radio.
"Further, while XM and Sirius offer a
greater number of channels, they are
national services that do not provide local
news, weather, or other local content.
However, like the satellite services, HD
Radio listeners will have to purchase new
receivers!'

Illinois Station
Multicasts, and
Explains Online
QUINCY, Ill. Non-commercial WBOI in
Fort Wayne, Ind. is splitting its digital signal
into three channels on 89.1 MHz. It will use
the channels to air NPR news and jazz; classical; and anew 24-hour jazz format.
Representatives from Broadcast
Electronics joined NPR President/CEO
Kevin Klose in Fort Wayne in October to
mark the first day of HD Radio multicasting
on WBOI. BE and NPR believe it is the first
public station in that state, and the first of
any kind in northeast Indiana, to multicast.
Northeast Indiana Public Radio Inc. is
the community licensee for WBNI and
WBOI.

— Leslie Stimson

GOT CALLERS?
STAC TM!
No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.
STAC ( Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call-ins and phoners
with great sound, ease of operation and scalable configuration. Incorporating apair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio — even when conferencing up to four callers.
The STAC system is available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use . -inyone can master it in seconds.

Singer David Lee Roth will host
morning drive for stations in
several Infinity markets
beginning in January.
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With the changes, Hollander also
deepens his imprint on Infinity, which he
took over from Mel Karmazin in 2003.
Hollander and programmer Rob
Barnett chose a combination of entertainment talent who have not done radio,
such as singer David Lee Roth and
comedian Penn Jillette, and local Dis,
such as The Junkies in Washington. He
also promised a "significant" advertising
budget for promoting the shows in the
affected markets.
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Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
If you have acomputer, you've already got all the hardware
and software you need. Just log onto the internet using astandard web browser — NO SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL —
go to your STAC IP address, and you are there! STAC 'EM from
home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!

OJEE FM

Cool features include:
•
STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
•Busy-All makes starting contests abreeze.
•
Auto -Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

Infinity launched the "Free FM" format on stations in four top markets in
October but was still carrying Stern on
27 stations. His last live Infinity broadcast is Dec. 16.
Hollander said Free FM features "personalities whose distinct creativity, perspective, sense of humor, intellect and
unpredictability do not fall under the
guiding principals of any particular narrowcast theme or ideology."
David Lee Roth, the original frontman
for the band Van Halen, and radio and TV
comedian Adam CaroIla were named morning hosts in New York on WXRK(FM) and
Los Angeles on KLSX(FM), respectively;
they start on Jan. 3.
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power for FM ( Ep x 1p x effy =
Indirect Power).
The efficiency factor, or "effy," can be
found from the transmitter test data
sheets or in the transmitter manual and
should be posted if you determine power
using this method.
If you cannot locate the transmitter
test data, contact the manufacturer's field
service department. The major transmitter manufacturers keep copies of this test
data and will share it with you.

Performance Rx for Reliable Tx
by John Bisset
We said earlier that the FM exciter's
reflected power is a good place to start
your " inside" transmitter site inspection
checklist.
Check the reflected power on the trans-

er and reflected power levels. This slide
rule will be helpful particularly to contract engineers, who must visit and evaluate multiple sites.
This slide rule is free, but quantities
are limited. While supplies last, send a
request to Nancy Black via e-mail to

* * *
Whether you use the slide rule calculator or just read the Reflected Power
Meter on the transmitter, like the exciter,
this reading should also be low. A higher
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Fig. 1: Bird Technologies Group Broadcast Applications Engineer Bill Tobin
and Customer Service Representative Nancy Black demonstrate a free
slide rule that calculates FM transmission parameters.
mitter itself. In this case, high reflected
power indicates antenna matching problems. VSWR, return loss, match efficiency and reflection coefficient are related to
forward and reflected power levels.
To assist in their calculation and interrelation, Bird Technologies Group offers
ahandy cardboard "slide rule" calculator
that shows each of these parameters as
they relate to the transmitter output pow-
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nblack@bird-technologies.com. Let her
know you read about the slide rule in
Radio World's Workbench.
If you're doing any HD installs,
have Nancy include a data sheet on
Bird's new BPME, the company's 1-1D
power meter, a must- have for the HD
site. You can obtain more information
on Bird's product line by heading to
www.bird-technologies.com.
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Fig. 2: Keep reflected power as close to zero as
possible. This reading is less than desirable.
reading, as shown in Fig. 2, signifies a
problem.
Depending on the transmitter output
power, the reflected power value could be
anywhere from 20 watts to as much as
100 watts on a20 kW transmitter. If the
output transmitter meter displays forward
power. check that it is at the FCClicensed value for transmitter power output, or TPO.
As you look over the transmitter
meters, do acalculation of the indirect

Interactive ROS

If there is no test data sheet and the
transmitter is out of production, like
the RCA BTF series, check the instruction manual for an efficiency chart.
Again, if you measure power indirectly, photocopy this efficiency sheet
and post it at the transmitter site. An
FCC
inspector
or
Alternative
Inspection engineer will most likely
want to see it to determine that you are
calculating output power properly.
See AT THE SITE, page 10

your choice!

Inovonics offers three ways to hop aboard the RDS bandwagon
Our 702 " Mini Encoder" gives you abig RDS presence with
minimum investment. Display your call or ' street name,' or even
scroll your ID/promo message across the radio faceplate. Send
all the important RDS housekeeping info, plus independent
RadioText messaging for phone numbers or ads. The702 features
a Windows® interface and easy USB connectivity.
•

•

Model 702 - $420

The 712 and 713 are full-featured encoders that connect with station
automation to scroll song and artist info, weather, promos and ads on RDS
radio faceplates. Both units feature our unique safe-scrolling mode, and the 713
has full TCP/IP network connectivity. In addition to dynamic, ' scrolling PS,' an
independent RadioText register simultaneously sends fixed messages, such as
station slogans, ads and contest numbers.

Model 712 - $1250
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All talk and no action? That certainly doesn't describe any radio station we've ever seen. With
guest interviews, news and traffic feeds, live reports and listener calls to juggle, atalk studio is
one of the most active places on the planet. Seconds count, and there's no room for mistakes.

That's why we created Status Symbols

for the Telos TWOx12 Talkshow System. Instead of

flashing lights to decipher, there's easy-to- understand picture icons that give talk pros the
information they need with just a glance. What caller's next? Who's screened, and who's just
holding? With Status Symbols, you'll know instantly. And only Telos has them.

TWOx12 has lots more benefits. Like Digital Dynamic EQ, for uniform caller audio despite lessthan- perfect lines. Twin DSP-powered hybrids for quick, no- hassle conferencing. A unique Dual
Studio Mode that lets you use your 12- line phone system like dual six- line systems for extra
flexibility. And TWOx12 is the worlds only talk show system that can work with either POTS or
ISDN lines to deliver exceptional caller clarity. Impressive? You'd expect no less from the
company that invented the digital broadcast hybrid.

Is TWOx12 the perfect union of word and deed? Thousands of broadcasters worldwide think so.
Why not see for yourself?
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12 lines, two digital hybrids, and
superior
audio
performance.
Desktop Director controller features handset, speakerphone and
headset jack. Delop-in controls
available for popular consoles

Ne.vv Call Controller has Status
Symbols. DTMF pad and recorder
controls ( like Desktop Director).
but lets ta;ent use their favorite
'vi-eless phone or any standard
handset fo , call screening.

Status Symbols show exactly
what's what. Intuitive icons show
calls . ocked on-the-a.r, which
hybrid they'e on. who's -text in
queue an,d more. So much better
than a panel of blinking LEDs.
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Assistant Producer enables talk
show production via LAN or WAN.
Status Symbols. Caller ID support,
instant messaging and caller
database are just a few benefits.
Supports touchscreens. too.

www.Telos-Systems.com. The Telos logo. TWOx -2, Status Syrnbols and Ass s:art Produce' are registered tradenariks of TLS Corporation.° 2005 TLS Corpor.ato,
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* * *
While we're on the subject of FM
power: New licenses do not include the
antenna gain or transmission line losses,
and simply show the FM power in effective radiated power. Be prudent; keep a
copy of the engineering calculations as to
how you determined the ERR
On older stations, it can't hurt to run

Fig. 4: Monitor line air pressure;
it should never read zero.

Fig. 3: Keep awritten record of
high-power tube serial numbers.
the calculations again. You might be surprised to learn that as stations change
hands, antennas too are changed, sometimes to adifferent number of bays, without most people involved realizing it. An

antenna system may not consist of the
same elements as when it was licensed
15 or 20 years ago. Even achange in the
size of the RF feedline will have an
effect.
Although it's not required by the FCC,
take a set of transmitter meter indications. This is just good engineering practice. A set of readings taken under normal conditions can aid in troubleshooting
aproblem later. If measurements are taken monthly, you can spot trends.
If the transmitter uses tubes, take
advantage of the filament hours meter.

Record this indication, especially when
changing tubes. The tube warranty is calculated based on the hours the tube has
been in use. This is true for new tubes
and rebuilds. In your log, copy the serial
number of your power tubes. The serial
number usually is found on the side of
the tube, as seen in Fig. 3.
Another critical meter should be read
if you maintain an FM site: the line pressure meter. This may be located on the
end of the transmission line, connected to
ameter/valve manifold or run directly off
the nitrogen tank valve assembly. Fig. 4
shows atypical valve assembly.
Regardless of its location, an indication of positive line pressure is crucial.
When the line is purged with positive air
pressure, moisture can't enter the transmission line.
This is probably one of the most overlooked and misunderstood meters, yet
SUPPLY

one whose indication can warn of
impending danger. If the line pressure
goes to zero, you could have moisture or
condensation form inside the line. As the
moisture builds, the impedance of the
line changes, and reflected power
increases.
At some point, the line will flash over
and burn. The resulting damage can
destroy the antenna, the line and possibly
the transmitter — not the sort of accident
you want on your watch.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is the northeast
regional sales manager for Broadcast
Electronics. Reach him at (571) 2179386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed
submissions can be sent to (603) 4724944. Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit.
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Titus Technological Laboratories
Supply Side is aseries of occasional
interviews with industry suppliers.
Here, Lawrence Titus speaks about his
company,
Titus
Technological
Laboratories.
You said business is booming.
Why do you think that is?
IBOC is driving some of that. Also
our ability to customize.
We have been involved in an array
of projects, from routing for ABC to
lighting for the Department of
Defense. We recently created acustom
door latch release for a client, for
example, and are involved with the
City of New York on developing an
emergency audio switching network.
Ilike those kind of challenges. We
like to say that there is no such thing
as "not invented here" — if you have
an idea we would like to try to build it.

cast input ( a very long time ago). The
air light fixture was the first nationally
recognized product; it was carried by
Allied Broadcast Equipment. We later
introduced the Last Word, an automatic audio switcher and router with a
built-in stereo synthesizer.
The 1980s and ' 90s were about
growing the space. We've done work
on custom information products, billboard display lighting, automatic
dialers for weather services, prison
escape notification systems, even airplane communication interfacing.

What's your job there?
I'm the president, owner and creative soul.

It's not hype—you really can stream audio ove
Ethernet with AudioScience's ASI 6416 profession

channels of CobraNet Ii0

stereo streams of record

Your company may be best known
for its on-air lights. Talk about how
the firm evolved.
Iwas a broadcast engineer for 20
years; Idid engineering for Chase
Broadcasting, wrote for trade publications and was an SBE chapter chairman and region liaison. Istarted the
company in 1971, but manufacturing
was asideline until 1988.
At the start, most of the products
we built were custom — simple applications for radio and TV stations. My
first " real product" was an unbalanced- to- balanced level shifter, for
adapting a cassette output to a broad-

sound card with CobraNet:" Connecting is as easy as

e

in an Ethernet cable. Since CobraNet is non-proprietary,

you'll be able to plug and play with any CobraNet-equipped
device. And our ASIRoute software allows you to make
routing connections on the network without ever touching
awire. For information, call us at + 1-302-324-5333
or go to www.audioscience.com.

Jig« layer 2, MP3and
J£2tomets
•-RX * kJ rate digital met
•Up to 4cards in one
•Windows200o, XP

Info:
Titus Technological Laboratories
77 Kreiger Lane
Glastonbury, CT 06033

drivers

(860) 633-5472
(800) 806-TTL1 (8851)
E-mail: infoetituslabs.com
Web: www.tituslabs.com
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Larry Titus
We also make audio switchers, automatic redundancy audio and digital
routers, air lights and vertical interval
remote controls for television.
Irun the company conservatively
and as aresult, despite the recession of
the early 1990s, we survived. Ialso
believe in "just in time" manufacturing
practices. We stock parts, but we don't
keep abig inventory of product.
What's your latest?
Our latest product is the Web- Rem
400, an Internet-driven remote control.
It's a generic eight- channel control
and monitor with eight relay outputs,
eight opto inputs and four analog
inputs.
It's part of the Web- Rem series,
which lets users control and monitor
Titus products or other devices via the
Net — either local LAN or an Internet
connection. The various configurations
provide relays, open-collector outputs
or both, for control and TTL level;
some have analog inputs for monitoring a remote device. Monitoring and
control is done via aWeb page generated by its own internal Web server.

We're Reshaping The Future Of Radio
From A Solid Foundation Of Leadership.

The newest force in radio was forged from arich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're bringing abreath of fresh
air and are-energized spirit to an incrustry we helped to build. At Team Harris Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest
and most comprehensive range of products, services and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect
harmony and focused on the success of your business.

From our innovative products to our forward- looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and growth. So whether your
audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the air with the resources you need to succeed.
To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at www.broadcast.harris.com.
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"One of the biggest challenges was
keeping the station on the air,"
Gallagher said. "One of the new towers was going up right on top of an old
tower. Rather than go nondirectional
with 25 percent power, Bix cobbled
together a three- tower directional
array and phasor out of the parts that
were on- site."
Such a move normally would
require an expensive and time-consuming proof, but Gallagher says
Bixby was able to persuade the FCC to
approve it without a proof, arguing
that the constantly moving construction cranes on the site would make a
proof impossible.

Colleagues Remember ` Bix' Bixby
by Scott Fybush

it signed on," said Tim Portzline, chief
engineer for Clear Channel in
Harrisburg, Pa.
A few years later, Bixby embarked
on what would prove to be one of his
biggest challenges: replacing the four-

Complex tasks
During his tenure at MU, Bixby
worked on several projects that would
become highlights of his career. In
Pittsburgh, he handled the replacement

Courtesy unlike Rhod.

Courtesy of Mike Rhodes

His given name was Jeffrey M.
Bixby, but across the engineering community in Pennsylvania, Washington
and beyond, the engineer who died this
year at age 61 was known simply as
"Bix."
A 1970 graduate of Juniata College
in Pennsylvania, Bixby began his engineering career at WJUN(AM) in
Mexico, Pa. Early work included consulting jobs with John H. Mullaney and
Associates, Collins/Rockwell and A.D.
Ring and Associates, where he developed a reputation as a hard-working,
no-nonsense expert on AM directional
antenna systems.
"He was a curmudgeon," recalled
Anne Gallagher, now an engineer with

Gallagher joined the firm in 1995,
and she says Bixby served as her mentor there.
"You could hear him come in in the
morning. He had a brisk stride and he
always wore cowboy boots, so you
could hear him before you'd see him."

Bixby was fond of this photo,
taken as he did the KDKA
station ID. He kept the picture
hanging in his office in recent years.

Jeffrey M. Bixby
the FCC. Her husband worked with
Bixby at Moffet, Larson and Johnson,
where Bixby was an engineering manager from 1985 until 1998.

of KDKA(AM)'s aging Franklin
antenna with anew tower, specifically
designed to minimize skywave.
When the new antenna was in place
and KDKA was ready to sign on with
it, Bixby did something that had
become asignature for him.
"When a project was done, he
would always insist that he be behind
the mike giving the first legal ID when

At the KDKA tuning unit.
tower array at Group W's WINS(AM)
in New York with a new antenna system at the same site, navigating the
complicated local politics and keeping
the station on the air throughout the
construction.
"When I got to WINS in 1995,
(Bix) was the primary partner in MUJ
and Westinghouse was their biggest
client," said Mark Olkowski, now
engineering manager for WINS,
WFAN(AM) and WCBS(AM). "They
had worked for Westinghouse for
many years to get the WINS array
licensed."
Instead of continuing to struggle to
get the old in- line array to tune up,
Bixby designed afour- tower parallelogram array for the station.
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Detuning
Olkowski recalls Bixby as " very
much a man's man ... with a very low
tolerance for B.S., at the corporate
level or otherwise." He credits Bixby
for a substantial increase in WINS'
signal when the new antenna system
went into use.
Other Bixby projects during the era
included major directional system
rebuilds at WBT(AM) Charlotte,
WIND(AM) Chicago and WGBS(AM)
Miami.
After leaving MU J in 1998, Bixby
worked with Tracy Corp. and Denny &
Associates. In 2002, Bixby and his
wife, P.J. McDaniels, moved from
Washington
to
rural
central
Pennsylvania, where Bixby went into
business for himself as BixTech LLC,
working with Verizon Wireless and
Sprint to detune their facilities near
AM broadcasters.
"I think my husband pretty much
developed that model of detuning,"
McDaniels said.
McDaniels met Bixby through a
personal ad in 1982, and the couple
had just celebrated their 21st anniversary in June with a renewal of their
vows.
"He was just always surrounded by
people," she said. " He always had
great stories to tell."
In addition to his engineering work,
Bixby was active in amateur radio
under the call W4BIX. A Navy veteran, Bixby, with McDaniels, was active
in Army MARS and as aCoast Guard
Auxiliary radio operator.
BixTech " was becoming anice little
business," McDaniels said, when
Bixby was diagnosed with cancer late
in 2004.
As the disease took its toll, Bixby's
engineering colleagues in the region
moved to present him with afinal honor. The Pennsylvania Association of
Broadcasters created a " Broadcast
Tube Plaque" for Bixby; in early June
several SBE members made the drive
north from Harrisburg for a small ceremony at Bixby's home.
Portzline says Bixby was confined
to bed by then, but alert and appreciative. " He was very weak, but he was
talking, reminiscing about projects he
had worked on," Portzline said.
"The professional recognition at the
very end kind of wrapped it up for
him," McDaniels said. " He felt like he
had accomplished everything."
Portzline says what he'll remember
best about Bixby is his modesty.
"He just came across as being very
unassuming, a very down-to-earth guy.
He could have made a big deal about
the jobs he had done, but he was
always very matter-of-fact," he said.*

Multicasting.
It's Ilk° trying to fit
vvoll, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)
survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTM restores the fullness
and

depth

that

bit-reduction

steals.

Our

DSP

gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who
introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,
they developed aunique suite of tools to pre-condition audio
for HD RadioTM multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and
reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels ( like
Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look-ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit-reduced streams.

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running
SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast
delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs
your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the
top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other
processor brands.
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Station IBOC Monitors Available
by Leslie Stimson

The days of trying to rack-mount an
automotive aftermarket HD Radio receiver to monitor astation's digital and analog signals are soon to be over, judging
by exhibits of new IBOC gear at this
fall's NAB Radio Show. DaySequerra
and Audemat-Aztec are shipping new
HD Radio monitors; Belar has a unit in
the pipeline.
Also in IBOC news at the convention
were several multicasting demos. For HD
Radio data vendors, displays showed how
adigital station could use aportion of its
signal to offer real-time traffic data to listeners.
While HD- R monitors have been
shown at past conventions, AudematAztec's and DaySequerra's recently were
certified by Ibiquity, and those models
are shipping.
The Audemat-Aztec Goldeneagle offair HD- R and analog monitoring and
remote control unit can be installed anywhere in the listening area and operates
off an antenna or an RF feed, according
to Tony Peterle, technical support manager.
Remote real time monitoring

"For automatic monitoring, you select
what areas of the signal you want to
monitor. For example, if you lose any
audio on the supplemental channels it can
alert you, or take action," said Peterle.
A user can access the monitor through
the Internet and monitor stations in real
time. "You can dial in any frequency, not
just the ones you have programmed into
it:' he said.
Users can check time alignment
between the analog and digital signals,
necessary to achieve aseamless blend, he
said. "It essentially takes asample of the
analog and digital audio simultaneously,
and tells you if the signal is off by acer-

tain number of seconds."
The FM version is shipping; an AM
version and AM/FM version are to be
released in December, he said. A mobile
version also was displayed.
Harris is selling the DaySequerra HD
Radio tuner, which can also decode multicast signals. AT! Group Inc., which
makes the DaySequerra line, showed the
M2 Tuner
HD
Radio
AM/FM
Modulation Monitor and the M4 Tuner
HD Radio AM/FM Broadcast Reference
Tuner.
Linda Reed, sales and marketing manager for AT! Group, said the company
offers an option to display the information on aPC for the M2 version.
Belar Electronics displayed its
FMHD-1 Digital FM HD Stereo
Monitor/Analyzer. The rack- mounted
unit can be used at atransmitter or studio. The monitor decodes the digital and
analog signals simultaneously, displaying
HD Radio status, data, time alignment
and configuration information, as well as
audio metering and RF/audio spectrums.
The product is "working through the
certification process" and Belar is "shooting to ship" by the end of the year,
according to Mark Grant, staff engineer.
Also in news at the show, Harris
•
recently promoted several executives
involved in HD Radio products. Tom
Jones, who had been director of radio
transmission products, is now director of
radio engineering. Rich Redmond, director of radio transmission products and
strategy, is now managing all transmission gear while Jones' role is now more
product optimization and cost reduction,
according to Debra Huttenburg, vice
president/general manager of Harris'
Radio Broadcast Systems.
Harris introduced its Flexstar HDXFM exciter. Redmond and Gary Liebisch,
radio product line engineer, said the
product is acombination analog and digi-

Asked whether the unit can be used for
a Digital Radio Mondiale transmitter,
Redmond said not yet, although "certainly it's being developed with an eye to
other standards such as DRM."
Surround sound

Brian Smyth hears atraffic report
on his cell phone from Traffic.com.
tal DSP-based exciter with two outputs.
"Regardless of what type of combining
method you'd like to use, we can drive it
with one exciter:' Redmond said.
The unit features real-time adaptive
correction. "What this translates into in
terms of performance is mask compliance, staying within the FCC mask and
minimizing the amount of interference to
adjacent channels," said Liebisch.
Harris said it was shipping 10 to 12
pilot units to customers and plans to
release the exciter to production around
Jan. 1.

In its multicasting demo, Harris originated a main channel from an ENCO
Systems server and the supplemental
channel from a CD player, featuring
Westwood One content at 64/32 kilobitsper-second respectively.
Radio One produced live 5.1 transmissions of Philadelphia stations WPPZ and
WRNB using aHarris Z series FM transmitter and a Harris NeuStar 5225. The
5225 uses Neural Audio's technology to
downmix 5.1 content to stereo and
upmix the content back to 5.1 audio for
transmission.
"We're showing real- world applications that show how easy it is to integrate
the 5225 in aproduction studio, and turn
stereo advertising into surround sound
and liven up your commercials and station IDs," said Mark Seigle, Neural
Audio president and chief marketing
officer.
- At Broadcast Electronics, the manufacturer added CD title/artist displays
t and message alert features to its Now
Playing text management studio applications in The Radio Experience line.
"We're trying to make sure that we've
got aproduct that will allow stations to
feed their analog RDS, which is compatible with HD-R, and take that same data
without having to generate separate data,
and feed that through the HD Radio system, so that same data can be made available when listeners are in the HD- R
mode on their radios," said Tim Bealor,
vice president of RF systems for BE.
The Radio Experience "does that and
more:' he said. "It manages all the PAD
and near-PAD data, through the HD-R system and through the IDi (data importer)."
The addition of Radio Experience
products such as RDS generators allows
See DIGITAL, page 17
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ON THE AIR WITH MULTICAST
Station = req.

Market

Licensee

Station Freq.

Market

Licensee

WFCR(FM)

88.5

Amherst

Univ. cf Massachusetts

WBOI(FM)

89.1

Ft. Wayne

WFAE(FM)

90.7

Charlotte

Univ. Radio Foundation

WFBQ(FM)

94.7

Indianapolis

Northeast Ind. Pub. Radio
Clear Channel

WV -U(FM)

89.3

Charlottesville

Va. Tech Foundation

WFYI(FM)

90.1

Indianapolis

Metro. Indianapolis

WV -W(FM)

88.5

Charlottesville

Va. Tech Foundation

Public B casting
Clear Channel

WAK(FM) 104.3
WNUA(FM) 95.5

Chicago

Infinity

KIIS(FM) 102.7

Los Angeles

Chicago

Clear : hannel Radio

KOST(FM) 103.5

92.3

Chicago

Crawfo-d

WKIS(FM)

99.9

Los Angeles
Miami

Clear Channel

WPJX(FM)

WSRB(FM) 106.3

Chicagp

Crawfo-d

WLRN(FM)

91.3

Miami

Miami/Dade Co. School Bd.

WUSN(FM)

99.5

Chicap

Infinity

WPOW(FM)

96.5

Miami

Beasley

WVgZ(FPD 102.7

Chicago

Clear ( hannel

KSJN(FM)

99.5

Minn- St. Paul

Minnesota Public Radio

WY(A(FM): 102.3
WGTUC(FU 90.9

Chicago

Crawfmrd

KAZU(FM)

90.3

Monterey

California State Univ.

Cincinnati

Cin. Classical Pub. Radio

WDAS(FM) 105.3

Philadelphia

Clear Channel

WMUB(FPU

88.5

Cincinnati

Miami Univ.

WIOQ(FM) 102.1

Philadelphia

Clear Channel

WUX(FM:

94.1

Cincinnati

Clear Channel

Clear Channel

89.7

Columtus

Ohio State Univ.

WJJZ(FM) 106.1
WRDW(FM) 96.5

Philadelphia

WCSU(FM'

Philadelphia

Beasley

KBCO(FM)

97.3

Denver- Boulder

Clear Channel

WSNI(FM) 104.5

Philadelphia

Clear Channel

WCSX(FM)

94.7

Detroit

Greater Media

WUSL(FM)

98.9

Philadelphia

Clear Channel

WDTW(FM) 106.7

Detroit

Clear Channel

WXTU(FM)

92.5

Philadelphia

Beasley

Beasley

97.9

Detroit

Clear Channel

WRAL(FM) 101.5

Raleigh- Durham

Capitol Broadcasting

W1GC(FM) 105.1

Detroit

Great2r Media

KPLU(FM)

88.5

Seattle- Tacoma

Pacific Lutheran Univ

WIUZ(FM)) 103.5

Detroit

CrawfDrd

KUOW(FM)

94.9

Seattle- Tacoma

Univ. of Washington

WRIF(FM) 101.1

Detroit

Greater Media

WAMU(FM)

88.5

Washington

American University

WiVMV(FM)

Detroit

Infindty

WâLB(FM)

98.7
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help in evaluating how the system performs depending upon various field characteristics of each location such as buildings and topography.
ANATEL is anon-governmental orga-

Brazil
Continued from page 1

Porto Alegre, Curitiba and the country's
capital city, Brasília.
ANATEL will evaluate the transmissions in terms of audio quality, coverage
area, noise resistance, interference and
the effects on the multiple routes of transmission. The authorization for the digital
tests is set to last for six months, but may
be extended for an additional six months
at the discretion of the regulators.
Technicians are also studying the digital signals for compatibility with the host
analog signal, the impact on analog adjacent channels and compatibility in coverage areas.
The transmissions will include data to

Accompanying and financing its initiatives is an advisory council of representatives of the executive and legislative
branches of government, service
providers, service users and the general

B

razil is the third country in the Western
Hemisphere to launch HD Radio

broadcasts, after Mexico and the United States.
nization, administratively independent
and financially autonomous, and not hierarchically subordinate to any government
entity. Its decisions can be contested judicially, and its directors have stability and
afixed mandate.

public.
Standards established by ANATEL are
submitted for public consideration. Its
acts are accompanied by formal explanation and justification, and an auditor periodically receives critical evaluations of

November 23, 2005

the agency's work.
Infrastructure investments
According to José Inácio Pizani, president of broadcast association ABERT,
"Many broadcasters already have digital
equipment in their studios. The only
thread that was missing was transmission?'
For FM implementation, the average
expected investment for a station is
$120,000. Among the larger broadcast
groups, the volume of resources is significant. Sistema Globo de Rádio plans to
invest $5 million in infrastructure before
2006 to make the transition to digital
transmission.
For Edilberto de Paula Ribeiro, president of the AESP broadcasters association in São Paulo, "IBOC was the technology best suited to Brazilian needs,"
because it can be operated in both digital
and analog modes, he said.
What price Brazilians will have to pay
for an HD Radio receiver has yet to be
seen. In the United States, receiver prices
range from $ 1,899 for ahome unit from
See BRAZIL, page 17
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SAO PAULO, Brazil Ibiquity
Digital's HD Radio technology made
its first splash in Brazil on Sept. 17.
Rádio Kiss FM became the first
Brazilian station to launch afull-time
digital radio service. Using a
Broadcast Electronics FMi-73 transmitter, KISS FM is transmitting a240
W digital signal alongside its analog
FM signal. A Shively four-bay broadband FM antenna was also installed
for the digital broadcasts.
The station began the transmissions
during aBrazilian broadcast and cable
convention; BE had an HD Radio
receiver in its exhibit booth so attendees could tune in the Rádio Kiss FM
digital signal.
A few days later, on Sept. 26,
ANATEL authorized tests of digital
transmissions across Brazil, and Rádio
Bandeirantes, Rádio Globo and Grupo
RBS launched HD Radio services.
The launch date coincided with the
Brazilian National Day of Radio and
the 70th anniversary of the radio and
TV broadcaster association of São
Paulo. All three broadcasters chose
Harris HD Radio equipment.
Rádio Bandeirantes chose Harris ZSeries Z16HD transmitters for its
Band News FM outlet in São Paulo,
along with arack of IBOC equipment
to add digital capabilities to its existing Harris DXD100 AM transmitter.
Rádio Globo acquired a 600 W
Harris Mini-HD transmitter for Rádio
BCN in São Paulo, along with IBOC
conversion gear for its 3DX-50 AM
transmitter for Rádio Tiradentes in
Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais.
Grupo RBS installed a 600 W
Mini-HD for Itapema FM and an HD
Radio- capable DXD100 for Rádio
Galicha. Both stations are located in
Porto Alegre.
— Karina Gerardi

Radio World
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Digital
• Continued from page 14

BE to offer customers the ability to log
and keep a history and go back to the
Internet to examine what messages stations have been sending out to both analog RDS, HD Radio and Internet tuners,
he said.
BE featured an Audemat-Aztec monitor and a Boston Acoustics HD Radio
displaying traffic information from
Traffic.com
on
the
BA
unit.
Supplemental channels on Beasley's
WKTU(FM), Philadelphia, as well as its
main channel audio, all transmitted with
BE equipment, were picked up off-air.
HD R overseas

•

BE is broadening its HD Radio focus
overseas, providing equipment to broadcasters in such countries as Brazil,
France and, soon, Switzerland and New
Zealand. Hungary and Poland might be
added to that list, he said.
While the Eureka- 147 system is active
in the U.K., Bealor said, the rest of
Europe seems to be moving away from
that technology. Commercial broadcasters like the ability to keep transmitting
analog while adding adigital signal, he
said.
"We'll be doing a lot (overseas) this
fall and into next year. It's like the early
days of the U.S. again."
Continental Electronics displayed a
mock-up of an exciter controlling a200watt linear amplifier in its 811HD transmitter.

The product could be used "for someone who's looking to use space combining using separate antennas, where we
just deliver the IBOC and they use their
existing transmitter for the analog," said
Michael Troje, sales manager for
Continental.
Omnia introduced the Omnia
Multicast audio processor; the company
says the DSP technology works to
improve fidelity and reduce encoding
artifacts.
Data applications

Traffic.com and RealTraffic displayed
their respective real-time traffic systems
to show how stations can use the products as part of their HD-R data offerings.
Charlie Weirauch, director of operations for Metro Networks, which is
marketing the service with its parent

17

company Westwood One, said there are
three elements to the system: live traffic reports, real-time routing and personal alerts. Using RealTraffic, customers can see their traffic reports on
the Web, their radio, navigation system
or mobile device, such as a cell phone
or PDA.
"You can filter out what you don't
want to see, such as filtering by major
delays only," said Weirauch. "You can
also use filters to sort incidents by time
and severity:'
The system can recognize your route
and, using the personal alert feature, send
a text message to your e-mail. "Some
radio stations use the personal alert as a
paid premium on their Web site while
others offer it for free:' he said.
Traffic.com says it launched the first
HD Radio traffic service, on Greater

Media's WBEN(FM) in Philadelphia.
Using BE HD- R gear, WBEN interspersed traffic information with song title
and artist text for an on-air demo.
Hearst station WBAL(AM) in
Baltimore uses Traffic.Com information
on its Web site and was also featured in a
demo.
Traffic.Com gathers information
using road sensors, government partners and its own staff to create realtime reports.
The company launched acall service
in Philadelphia and plans to go nationwide with it, according to company representative Brian Smyth. "You tell your
phone 'home' and it gives you aroute. It
calls you if there's atraffic incident of a
certain level."
"You can build aroute on the phone and
speak the whole thing," said Smyth.

This is your program material and data.

This is your current STL.

Brazil
• Continued from page 16

Yamaha, to $799 for aJVC aftermarket
version.
Panasonic,
Kenwood,
Fujitsu/Eclipse and Sanyo offer afterrnarket tuner boxes for just under $500. To
receive the digital signal, the customer
also needs compatible HD Radioready
headunits.
Tabletop versions, anticipated by
broadcasters for giveaways, were expected to be available in small quantities by
year-end.
Consumers will need to buy new
receivers to hear the digital channels. HD
Radios receive analog AM and FM signals as well and experts here believe
Brazil's analog broadcasts will remain on
air for the foreseeable future.
Minister of Communications Hélio
Costa said he hopes that within five years
there will be a large number of digital
receivers in the Brazilian marketplace.
"I've already spoken with Minister of
Development, Industry and Foreign
Commerce Luiz Fernando FurIan about
making production of receivers viable in
the Zona Franca de Manaus or in another
suitable Brazilian state:' Costa said. The
Zona Franca is similar to an enterprise
zone in the United States. The zone is a
tax- favored industrial area in the
Amazonas state that is home to aconsumer electronics manufacturing industry.
For broadcasters, the greatest boost
for HD Radio will come when automakers start installing digital radios in cars in
Brazil. OEM Visteon, developing HD
Radio receivers for the U.S. market, produces automotive radios under the
Kenwood brand in the Zona Frana de
Manaus for the Brazilian market.

•
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Ethernet, serial data, video, and telephony via awireless or wireline path. Scalable, flexible,
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media transport needs. Because it comes from BE, you know that Big Pipe is designed
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Off the Analog Copper, Onto Ethernet
Comerica Park's Gigabit Network
Solves a Problem at the All-Star Game
by William R. Bennett

Durham found Comerica Park's inhouse Point-of- Sale Ethernet data network and routers could indeed carry his
systems' digitized audio throughout the
venue, including the broadcast compound.
While some fiber would be dedicated
only to CSI's data, traffic on the gigabit

Here's the challenge: Your international broadcast clients are booked to cover
the 2005 MLB All-Star Game in Detroit,
but there're no audio circuits available at
their commentary locations, nor can
cabling be economically run. However,
there is a robust
Ethernet network run1,000
CISCO
CISCO
100 11ASE-T
BASE-T
ning around the entire
MAIN
SWITCH
SWITCH
venue.
prime box
48
If this smells like an
%etc
COMMENTARY UNIT
telecom room
opportunity to inno(booth)
vate, do read on.
While broadcasting
CISCO
and information technol100 11ASE4
SWITCH
ogy have been convergmein
ing at a rapid pace,
—
,concoures
48
COMMENTARY UNIT
there's still plenty of
(first base tine)
uncharted territory. Bill
Durham, president of
Commentary Systems
International, along with
9
Major League Baseball
COMMENTARY UNIT
48
(first base line)
International viewed this
cabling challenge as an
opportunity.
According
to
Ethernet backbone would be co-mingled
Durham, "The commentary positions
along the first base line were temporary
with non-broadcast data.
Would heavy photographer and sports
booths constructed for the event with
writer Internet traffic saturate the availzero broadcast infrastructure facilities."
able bandwidth on game day? Would the
Moreover, the positions behind home
plate had no circuits available. They
sales of souvenirs, food and beverage be
needed another option: the venue's gigabrought to their knees by higher-priority
bit Ethernet network.
broadcast traffic? How reliable is the
LAN/WAN, anyway?
CSI's commentary system is designed
Guestions
to run over Ethernet + CobraNet on a
After determining alocal Commentary
Control Room, or CCR, and necessary
closed network. Normally, CSI runs Catcable paths were unfeasible, Durham and
5E cables from each position to their
MLBI approached Comerica Park's helpCCR, and DT- 12 to link the CCR and the
ful director of technical services, James
compound. Here, there was trepidation
Darrow, with the idea.
about utilizing an existing venue's

Ethernet network for a mission- critical
live broadcast. But it was also essential.
Durham got on the phone with Bill
Lance of Lance Design, who built the
Digital Commentary Units (DCU) and
their Digital Signal Processing ( DSP)
engine, and Steve Gray of Cirrus Logic
(formerly Peak Audio), whose CobraNet
interface provides the real-time transport
of uncompressed audio and control data
via fully-compliant Ethernet Layer II.
1,000
SAINE-T

CISCO
SWITCH

BROADCAST
COMPOUND

commentary
control room

IID

to,

No matter
what transmitter
you own, we can
provide quality
rectifiers from stock.
We have areliable,
cost-effective solution to
meet the requirements of
most AM and FM transmitters
built since the 1950s at prices
better than the manufacturers'.
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1111/110g
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8x out
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MLB ALL-STAR GAME 05
COMMENTARY AUDIO
CONCEPT: DURHAM
DRAWN: BENNETT

After coordinating their comments with
Darrow, the technical realities began to gel.
"I told him, 'As long as you account for
the bandwidth used by other traffic on your
trunk links, everything should work well;
CobraNet co-exists quite nicely with data
traffic," Gray stated. "If you want to add
extra insurance, you can always set up your
switches so the CobraNet devices are on
their own VLAN."
The venue's telecom team ran Cat-5E
cable to each commentary position from
anearby telecom closet, terminating each
mn at aCisco 3548 switch via asimple
RJ-45 connector.
From that Cisco switch, each DCU's
dedicated 100 Mbps virtual-LAN (VLAN)
"channel" was passed around on the
venue's gigabit fiber backbone to aCisco
6509 master switch, and from there over a
dedicated, private (and existing) mil-spec,
multi- mode fiber line to the compound
patch panel, with an additional run of milspec, multi-mode glass running to aCisco
3548 switch in CSI's Commentary
Control Room located there.
As Darrow likes to say, " We have
more fiber here at Comerica Park than
you'll find in bran flakes."
Send and return
This isn't streaming audio or even "CD
quality" audio; it's better. What's unique is
that for each of CSI's DCUs there are
eight channels each of audio send and
return, all with 20-20 kHz bandwidth, 20bit word depth, 48 kHz sampled uncompressed digital audio (partially) over inexpensive Cat-5E UTP wiring.
When Ethernet switches are uplinked
together via a gigabit span, about 320
audio signals can be accommodated by
CobraNet in each direction. Potentially,
via standard Ethernet networking
methodologies, this digital audio can be
distributed literally worldwide without
audio signal degradation.
Power for the DCUs in Detroit was
provided by laptop-type switching power
supplies providing 48vdc @ 625ma, con-

nected to each DCU via an RJ45 jack.
This was done to accommodate
Comerica Park's Cisco switches, as CSI
normally inserts power on unused pairs
in the Cat-5E cable between the local
Ethernet switch and the DCU's via propriety interfaces and their own switches.
Each DCU supports four discrete program outputs (three analog, one AES-3 digital), three return lines (feedback/mix-minus,
studio off-air coordination, and local technician), and two ISO transmits (studio off-air
coordination and technician). Using
CobraNet and Ethernet also enables atechnician to remotely adjust all DCU parameters including routing, mixing and control,
and listen to exactly what the commentator
hears, aiding setup and troubleshooting.
With the split commentary positions in
Detroit, remote administration was crucial.
In the CCR, aframe houses terminal
cards corresponding to each DCU. Each
card has ajumper cable linking it to a
port on the Cisco 3548 Ethernet switch,
and Amphenol 25-pair connectors organized by signal type on the backplane for
analog audio breakout. Additionally, each
DCU card can be put into standby mode,
sending out tone and/or voice ID loops
for the program and coordination circuits
(with 1kHz tone for program, and 700Hz
for coordination).
As for the evolution of commentaryover-Ethernet, Lance states, "Five years
ago this wouldn't have been as easy, but
recent advancements in audio codec
designs and embedded control systems
make all this much more practical via
Ethernet." Indeed, with changes in
firmware an Ethernet-connected remote
controller could even adjust EQ and compression curves at each DCU's DSP.
Regarding Ethernet, when asked about
this unique application, Bob Metcalf, coinventor of Ethernet by amemo in 1973
while at Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center, admits, "It's tempting to say so,
but when Dave Boggs and Iwere building the first Ethernets, we had no idea
they would someday carry MLB commentary." Indeed, who knew?
Where are we headed? The recent
growth of Voice over Internet Protocol popularity and podcasting alone proves audio
distribution over IP-enabled networks such
as Ethernet will grow beyond streaming
radio. As more venues install Ethernets to
support POS and Internet access as
Comerica Park has done, more broadcasters
should see the potential savings and growth
in capability attained by moving off analog
copper and onto Ethernet — and not just at
the venue, but to their MCR's via valueadded networks like Ils, or some form of
"assured bandwidth" Internet.
And not just audio, but instant messaging for call-in shows, sports stats, show
rundowns and support for digital camera
images for Web publishing from commentators at the venues, and even video.
As MIT Media Laboratory's founding
Chairman Nicholas Negroponte once said
for his book "Being Digital," bits are bits.
How these bits are created and exploited
most effectively rests with the creative
efforts of broadcast and IT engineers,
technicians, talent, writers, producers,
management and the venues to invent this
converged future of ours. Let's play ball!
The author has worked as abroadcast,
media and event producer, business
development executive and engineer He
worked with Bill Durham on commentary
systems projects used to cover World Cup
Soccer, NBA All-Stars and the Atlanta
Olympics. E-mail him at billb@ bennettross.com.
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Kahn on AM Nighttime Service
The Sept. 28 issue of Radio World
(page 6) highlighted an excerpt of reply
comments sent to the FCC by Leonard
Kahn on the topic of Ibiquity and HD
Radio.
In a subsequent online posting on his
Web site www.wrathofkahn.org, he
objected to the manner in which his
comments were presented. ( Kahn as a
matter of practice does not reply to
Radio World's requests for comments or
information.)
The full text of Kahn's comments to
the FCC appears below, as posted by
the FCC, headlined " Reply to iBiquity
Ex Parte Notification of July 19,
1005."

Introduction and Background:
Lawyers representing the iBiquity
Digital Corporation (" iBiquity") met
with Chairman Martin and other senior
officials of the Commission to urge the
FCC to "authorize AM nighttime service."
Since the undersigned has opposed
this system for anumber of years, and
is now a proponent for a system he
understands is the sole alternative
IBOC system, the Cam- D SystemTm, he
believes that the Commission may find
this Reply useful and somewhat surprising.'
(Footnote 1: It is believed that the
Cam- D Systemro, developed by Kahn

Communications Inc. (" KCl"), is the
first and only on-the-air IBOC System
that is in full compliance with FCC
Regulations. The System first went onthe-air over 8 months. All of the CamD stations have operated full time,
NIGHT and day, ( 24/7), since the stations independently determined that
they fully complied with FCC Rules
and Regulations. A number of these
stations have filed Comments in these
proceedings describing their operation.
They also published additional details
on KCI's website wrathofkahn.org,
including Cam- D's doubling of coverage, reduced fading, reduced static and
substantially reduced FIRST order

!
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Hard Disk Music
Satellite Automation
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Music Scheduling
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Long Form Recording
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Return at any time
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scheduler. Record multi- hour programs with logic and play them
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Conclusion and Caveats: Accordingly,
the undersigned supports the request of
the iBiquity Digital Corporation that
licensees using its IBOC system be authorized nighttime operation. Indeed, if as
claimed by iBiquity, its system fully complies with FCC Rules and Regulations, it
is hard to understand why it requires FCC
Approval for nighttime operation.
However, as one who believes that he
is a responsible Professional Engineer
and a loyal American citizen he must
offer the following caveats:
That such tests start on a Monday or
Tuesday of aweek that does not have a
national holiday, or a week when there
is aforecast of severe storms. This will
avoid loss of vital emergency AM radio
services, if iBiquity expectations for its
system are not realistic.
That only stations that have substantial financial resources be allowed to
engage in the tests, so that stations that
suffer damage from the prophesied interference can be fully compensated.

Xtreme is a complete solution for live &. automated On Air Radio
systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We
supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that
you supply is the PC. Without alarge initial equipment investment
there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free
system configuration and training you receive the help you need
to make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means
you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you
with that too... also for free.

...the risk free automation system
come to our FREE school!

adjacent channel and all other orders of
interference.)
Conversely, to the encouraging
reports of on-the-air Cam-D operation
now in this Record, the undersigned
has provided the Commission with,
what he believes is proof that the
iBiquity IBOC System violates FCC
occupied spectrum rules by over 60 db
and that the system's interference is
spread over 7channels, 140 kHz bandwidth.
The undersigned has also provided
an opinion that the iBiquity IBOC system requires phase and time correlation over its extremely wideband
bandwidth.
Thus, the iBiquity System, even if it
fully complied with NRSC-5, can NEVER provide useful skywave operation.
And this skywave limitation will apply
to the system even if the FCC took the
radical step of authorizing "all digital"
operation, in effect confiscating the
Public's TRILLION dollar investment
in AM radio receivers.
The Commission has also received
engineering analysis, using widely different procedures, from a number of
independent prestigious engineers, both
domestic and foreign, all reaching the
same conclusion; the iBiquity System
clearly violates FCC Rules and causes
severe destructive interference. And,
most importantly, the FCC has now
received a number of reports from
Engineers and Station Owners reporting
that the theoretical determined interference is REAL and is being suffered
wherever the iBiquity IBOC system is
on-the-air.
However, on- the- other- hand, it is
hard to believe that Bell Labs engineers,
and certain engineers at Clear Channel,
Viacom and ABC, who the undersigned
has had long term close professional
relationships with, assuming these highly skilled individuals were not coerced,
would have advised their management
to go forward with nighttime operation,
knowing the System would fail.
Thus, Imust concede that it is possible Ido not understand the true IBOC
situation and Imust further concede
that there is some possibility that
iBiquity-IBOC will not destroy nighttime AM service.

XTREME-digilink

over 100 shipped !!!

gaud

Respectfully submitted,
Leonard R. Kahn, PE, FIEEE
New York, N.Y. •

Coast to coast.
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Broadcasters in markets large
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elegant Rubicon " family of console control surfaces from Sierra
Automated Systems.
In return, Rubicon's power,
adaptability, and easy-to-use
controls are turning on hundreds
of Dis, operators, engineers and
programmers across America.
Rubicon, and the versatile new
Rubicon SL, are the primary
user interface of a proprietary
system of audio routing, mixing,
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Network.'
At the
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digital
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Rack mountt.s
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Rubicon power supply
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hundreds of radio, network, and
film installations around the world.
RIOLink remote I/O router/
mixer now provides stand-alone
or backup mixing in addition to
interconnection from the studio to
the central 32KD.
To learn more about why so
many broadcasters are switching
to Rubicon and the Connected
Digital Network, give us acall or
drop us an email.
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strategic development for the supplier. "It
utilizes six SAS 32KD digital audio
mixer/router frames providing atotal of
3,072 inputs and outputs, with 37 Rubicon
consoles.
Construction in the two-story space, for"All-news and talk formats are by far the
merly occupied by E! Entertainment
Television, began in early 2004 with anear- most demanding in terms of features, intercommunication requirements and custom
complete gutting. The three FM stations
control features," he said. "For the all-news
occupy the second floor, with the two AM

Infinity Makes ' Miracle' L.A. Move
After CBS Sells Columbia Square, KNX Moves
With Sister Station KFWB to Facility on Wilshire

There were few studio spaces as historic
as the second-floor digs of Infinity Radio's
KNX(AM), Los Angeles, in the venerable
Art Deco Columbia Square building in
Hollywood that once served as CBS west
coast headquarters.
How many radio people can say they
walked down the hall past aspace where a
live audience once watched Jack Benny do
his show in the 1930s and ' 40s?
All that history, however, couldn't make
up for the challenges of actually operating
an allnews station from such antiquated
facilities.

well, with along walk down two busy corridors separating the cramped newsroom
from the studios. So when CBS announced
afew years ago that it planned to sell the
building and move its occupants, which
also included KCBS(TV) and KCAL(TV),
few tears were shed.
Settling in
KNX ., , tter all-newser KFWB(AM)
also had been operating from Hollywood, in
a 1970s-era studio facility built by former
owner Westinghouse in what had once been
asupermarket.
After briefly investigating amove to
CBS' Radford studio lot, xt, here the TV qa-

Photo by Paul Sakrison

by Scott Fybush

Photo by Soon Fybush

The KFWB and KNX newsrooms now feature a raised area
for the editors, overlooking desks for writers, anchors and
reporters and the main studios. KNX is shown.

KFWB's old newsroom in its previous 1970s-era
facility which once had been asupermarket.
"All the news actualities were on cart, and
with that all the inherent problems with
audio quality and frankly, just keeping cart
machines running these days," said
KNX/KFWB Chief Engineer Paul Salcrison.
The layout left much to be desired, as

dons are moving, Infinity Radio decided to
incorporate KNX and KFWB(AM) into a
130,000squarefoot facility shared with
three Infinity FM stations (KTWV, KLSX
and KRTH) along L.A.'s "Miracle Mile" of
Wilshire Boulevard.

stations getting most of the third floor. On
the east side of the third floor, alarge open
space is filled with sales cubicles and
offices. The west side — some 30,000
square feet — is home to news and operations for KNX and KFWB.
At the heart of the new operation are
routers and consoles from SAS, including
three frames of SAS 32000KB routers that
are "just about full," says Salaison, and 27
Rubicon consoles, which fill the 25 studios.
(The main studio for each station has two
consoles).
Sakrison praised the flexibility of the
SAS system for its allowance of on-the-fly
reconfiguration of those consoles, often
from alaptop connected to the facility's
wireless network.
"This was the largest project to date for
SAS?' said Howard Mullinack, direCtor of

studios, SAS integrated the main 40-slot
consoles with five smaller consoles that
each have the ability to take themselves
directly to air, reducing the workload of the
main host at the console. Every console has
afully integrated intercom to all other consoles and editor stations.
"The architecture of the system provides
extensive back-up and distribution of
resources to eliminate single-point-of-failure concerns?'
As befits longtime competitors now
under common ownership, each station has
its own side of the studio floor. On the north
side, facing Wilshire Boulevard, KNX's studios ring the outer portion of the floor,
though with corridors buffering the traffic
noise from outside; while KFWB's studios
form anear mirror image on the south side.
See INFINITY, page 24
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importance in the design.
"The anchors can see everyone they

Continued from page 22
At the core of the facility are the two sta-

NewsBoss, and the ability to easily share
audio between the stations. Audio highlights of KFWB's Dodger games now
reach KNX's audience directly through
the NewsBoss system, instead of being
recorded to cart from an off-air pickup of
the KFWB signal, as they were at the old
Columbia Square studios.

Photo by Paul Sakrimal

tions' newsrooms, with azig-zag wall separating them. Each newsroom features a

work with, from the editors to the traffic
reporters to the talk show hosts," he said.
"The writers are between the main anchor
studios and the editors' area. Seven LCD
TVs are mounted above the window to the
main studio, including a37-inch HDTV,

Salaison says while each studio is slightly
different, similar rooms have the same basic
equipment laid out in the same order, minimizing confusion in the fast-paced all-news
environment at each station.
Each station's newsroom and studios also
feature acolor-coded decorating scheme:
ICFWB, as the flagship station of the Los

November 23, 2005

KNX's old studio in Hollywood's Columbia Square building

The SAS routers in place

raised area for the editors, overlooking aline
of desks for writers, anchors and reporters
and the main studios beyond them. A passthrough window connects the editors' desks
of both stations, allowing them to share
information when needed.
Sakrison says sightlines were of key

which most of the newsroom faces.
"The feed desks are right next to the editors' raised area so live feeds can be coordinated face-to-face, which is needed when
things are hectic during breaking news and
election nights," he said.
Workflow was another consideration.

KNX's new studio uses NewsBoss, which Sakrison says enables tasks
like multitrack audio editing and sharing audio between stations.
Angeles Dodgers, gets walls and furniture
painted light blue, while KNX's walls and
furniture are painted asoft green.
A distinctive feature of each studio is the
colored countertop, which Sakrison says
serves an acoustic purpose as well. "The
countertops are covered with Marnioleum,
normally afloor covering, which has alittle
bit of give to it, which dampens sounds
from contact with the countertop. While the
floors are carpeted, in the areas where the
chairs roll, we also applied alighter shade
of Marmoleum," he said.
The stations now share acommon newsroom computer system, the NewsBoss system, running on more than 100 new Dell
desktop computers. Sakrison says the move
from reel-to-reel tape and carts to the digital
audio editor integrated into NewsBoss
brought about big changes, especially at
KNX.
"There's a learning curve, but we're
able to do stuff we could never do
before," he said, such as multi- track
audio editing, an integral feature of

Gear Choices
ft rumpling of equipment used by Infinity
Los Angeles AM.

Drake TV Modulators & Combiners
ElectroVoice RE27N/D Microphones
Enberg BA- 12 Alert Monitors

360 Systems Instant Replay
3Com 2226 24-Port 10/100/1000 LAN Switch
Alesis Power Amps
Audioarts SDA84130 Dist. Amplifier-Quad
Baird PXL2 Satellite Dish

Ergotron 28-171-200 VESA Monitor Arm
ESE Master Clock System
Eventide BD-500 Profanity Delay
Fostex 630IBEAV Cue & NF Speaker

Behringer HA4700 Headphone Amp

Furman Power Distribution Strips

Belar AMMA-2 Analog Mod Monitor

Goldline TS1RMX IkHz Tone Generator

Belar CSA- ISpectrum BW Monitor
Broadcast Electronics Vault2 Audio Vault

Harris SmoothLine Custom Studio Furniture
Harris Equipment Racks

Burk GSC-3000 Remote Control

Henry Matchbox HD
HHB CDR830 BumIT Plus CD

CircuitWerkes AC-12/AC- I
B Dialup
Coupler
Convex Matrix, Rack and Portable w/GSM

Recorder/Player

Moseley MRC-1620CT Backup Rem Ctrl
Motorola MTR2000 RPU Transmitters
NewsBoss/BE Newsroom Operations Software
0.C. White Mike Booms
Patriot PRT-380AZ 3.5 Meter Fixed
and PRT-380PLR 3.5 Meter Polar
Mount Dish Antennas
PreSonus ACP88 Eight-Channel
Compressor/Limiter/Gate
PreSonus Eureka Microphone Processor
Profite On Air Lites
QSC Multichannel 70V Power Amps for
Ceiling Spkrs 8-Channel
Raritan P2CIM-PS2/UPCED KVM Extender
Raritan UMT1664M KVM Switch 64-port

Intraplex STL-HD w/4140 & VF-75, T-1
STL w/Additional 7kHz Channels

Sage Beta Brite 1036 EAS Reader Board

Corning Fiber Optic Cable & Connectors

JBL 4408 & 4410 Studio Monitors

Day Sequerra M2 IBOC tuner
Dell FP1703 15-inch LCD SVGA Display

JK Audio Innkeeper PBX Digital Hybrid

Samsung LT-P2045 20-inch LCD TV
Samsung LT-P266W 26-inch LCD TV

Dell GX280 PC for NewsBoss, Audio Vault,
Internet and SAS
Delta SNG-1 Stereo Noise Generator

Kenwood KTC-HR100/KDC-MP425 Air

SAS 32KD (3Frames) Audio Routing System
SAS Rubicon 8, 16, 24, 32 Audio Consoles

Denon TU-150ORDP AM/FM Tuner

IBOC Receivers
Krone 6652-1-880-10 Punch Block 50-pair
LG DU37L230 37-inch TV LCD

Sharp LC-13E1US 13-inch LCD TV VESA
Mount
Sony PCM-R500 DAT Recorder

Digidesign ProTools Digi002 Surface 8t. 10

Logitek 2VUB, 4VUB, BV6A Analog

Symetrix Air Tools Backup Profanity Delay
Tascam MD350 MiniDisc Recorder

Stereo Meter Panel
Digigram VX222v2 Sound Card for

Maglite RX3019 Flashlight w/ Charger

Telos Ass't Producer Talkshow Software

AudioVault/Newsboss/Production
Dixon NM-250 MKII Newsroom Mixer

Marti SR-30 RPU Receivers
Middle Atlantic Rackmount Horiz Cable Mgr

Telos One Digital Hybrid

DK Audio MSD200C PhaseScope

Moseley SL9003Q-2S Primary STL

Telos Zephyr Xstream Codee

Dorrough Test Set 1200

Moseley PCL 6060 Backup SIL

Telos/SAS In-console Custom Line Selector

Telos/Mitel Superset Screener Phones

The new studios also make heavy use of
JK Audio's Innkeeper PBX hybrids, for
small phone-interview rooms. Behind the
scenes, anew AudioVault automation system handles non-news audio.
KFWB was the first of the two AMs to
move into the facility, arriving June 24 to
join the FMs that began moving in this past
spring. KNX was the last of the five stations
to make the move to the Miracle Mile, closing out 66 years in Columbia Square with a
special hour-long broadcast Aug. 12, followed by the sign-on of the new Wilshire
studios.
Unlike the typical move, in which engineers hope listeners won't notice anything
different, Sakrison says this one was meant
to be obvious to the audience: "When we
moved, the quality of the station's sound
changed. It became considerably better?'
For historic KNX/Columbia Square pictures, visit www.knx1070.com and click on
"Inside KNX," then "History."
Scott Fybush is afrequent contributor to
Radio World e
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Orban's Latest Challen eTo Cleveland
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Orban Optimod 9400 AM Processor

(NMI)

(SHIPPING JANUARYI)

Oroan has forever changed the soundof radio with its rich lineage id Optimod processors. The new Optimod-AM Model 9400 is mo
exception. This next generation combees processors for both AM Analog and AM HD into one inexpensive 2RU box. The AM analog
section is stereo and can be used to replace the 9100B (the 9400 fuly protects CQUAM transmissions). Both the AM analog and HO
processors can be set up independently - the only common processing elements are the AGC and sereo enhancement. The 9400 uses
Oroan's new PC remote control GUI and features abuilt-in Ethernet connection, analog and AES3 digital inputs and includes two sets of
analog stereo outputs and two AES3 outputs to accommodate as many as four transmitters. Outputs can be switched independently to
emit the analog-channel signal, the digital-channel signal, or alow-delay monitor signal suitable for talent headphones. This is Ti
9400

orb«

LowestPrice@bswusa.axn

List $ 7,990.00

OR CALL : 1-800-426-8434 ,

Omnia's Latest Dare To San Leandro

Lexicon MX200 Multi-Effects
Processor with USB

lexicon

The first to connect directly to your computer! The MX200 is adualprocessor, multi-effects processor designed for both live sound
and studio recording. Featuring the famous lexicon algorithms,
the MX200 offers increased versatility with both dynamics
processing (compressor/de-esser) and special effects such as
reverb. The MX200 also adds aUSB connection for direct use in
computer-based recording applications. This allows it to function
as a " hardware plug-in"- recognized within aVST-compatible DAW
as aplug-in effect, but still operating as adedicated hardware unit.
The MX200 features independent controls for each processor. You
get 99 presets including chorus, flanger, phaser, tremolo/pan, pitch
shift, reverbs, halls and more. Plus you can choose two effects at
once in one of four routing schemes: mono parallel, mono sum to
stereo, stereo serial, or stereo parallel.
MX-200

List $ 299.95

LowestPrice

only $199!

Industry's
Leveling Interface

F

N
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Henry Engineering Interface Amp

E

Omnia Multicast

Matchbox HD is ahigh- definition level and impedance interface
between unbalanced consumer RCA I/O and balanced pro XLR I/O.
HD Radio not only ups the ante in the .ound department It provides additional revenue streams by permitt ng you to broadcast more than one
The Matchbox HD features bi-directional stereo interface between
sigral, and to send tnat signal down different simultareous pipes. Ornnia's Multicast is just the box to provide multi-stream pocessing! Exclusive
1 -10 dBv unbalanced and +4dBu balanced, true signal-to-noise
Omnia SENSUS DS Ptechnology conditions audio for HD Radio multicast preserving carity and dynamic range and dramatically reCucing
ratio of 100 dB, with 22 dB of headroom, total dynamic range
encoding artifacts. This cool box features proven 48 kHz, 24-bit audio processing platform with up to 3)34 kHz internal sampling ra:e, three
of 122 dB, four independent amplifiers and abuilt-in AC power
band dynamic peak limiter with unique feed-forward/feedback design and intermodulation distortion (IMD) reduction, plus wideband AGC,
supply. It's ideal for 24-bit sound cards and other digital audio
signatue Omnia Bass Management EQ with up to 12(JB of bass boost and asimpe and flexible remote control via seral, optional Ethernet or
sources. 1/3 rack width x1RU.
opt oral dial-up connections. Plus it accepts digital inputs from 32 kHz to 96 kHz. If you are multicasting, you need Multicast!
OMNIAMULTICAST List $4,310.00

MATCHBOXHD List $ 225.00

LowestPrice@bswasa.com
OR CAL : 1-800-426-8434
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CDP-S1 PROMS/011AL CD PI.A1111
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HHB CDP-88 Single Rack Space CD Player

etwr

MD

The top single-rack space CD player we carry, the HHB CDP-88 has everything you need for on-air playback or studio production work. With crystal
clear sound assured by its 24- bit Delta Sigma DIA converters, virtually every type of analog and digital connection, and the unicpe ability to sync lo
World Clock at any frequency from 32 to 96 kHz [even in varispeed!], no other CD playeron the market is as well equipped as the CDP-88. It plays
CD.MF3 CD, CD-Rand CD-RW discs, as well as being aole to play unfinalized CD-Rand CD-RW discs, making it THE most versatile player on the
maket Additional features including afader start interface, track intro and outro display modes, frame accurate cueing with jog sourd, +/- 12.5%
varispc-ed and displays for elapsed time, track time remaining and disc time remaining, make the CDP-88 aprofessional's dream come true.
CEP88

List $ 799.00

LowestPrice

The Broadcast Tools,TinyToolsWRC-4
web-based remote control delivers apowerful built-in web-server,
Ethernet port, and four channels of 10-bit analog inputs with alarge
monitoring range. Features: TTL compatible digital (contact closures)
inputs, SPST relays, open collector outputs, status indicators and a
temperature sensor, and 4-email notification.
LowestPrice

only $369!

Broadcast Tools
Silence Sensor Alarm

LowestPrice

$0"

Single Or Dual CD
Your Choice $ 199!

Rugged, Powered
Desktop Monitors
Fostex 6301BEAV are great
personal powered monitors
-small, rugged and affordable.
Each speaker features a4"
speaker, built-in 10-watt amplifier,
magnetic shielding, rotary level
control, balanced XLR and phone jack
inputs. Priced as each.
6301BEAV

The VAD-2 is aprogrammable two-input, multi-number
voice/pager auto dialer, designed for dial- out voice message
nodfaction. Two dry contact inputs.
et nyiiimeo
VAD -2 List $ 239.00

ACCESSORIES:
RMA
Rackmount kit for 1-3 units

only $179!

only $699!

Broadcast Tools
Transmitter Site Control

WRC4 List $439.00

LowestPrice

only $199!

j
t

List $ 249.00

LowestPnce

Gemini Studio CD Players

Fos:ex

only$169ea!

New Product Alert frrois
For those Franco American broadcasts where you
don't actually have someone who speaks French,
we present the "Eiffel" - an antenna tower that
translates for you. Just speak! Bon!

quenini

These affordable Gemini CD players are perfect for both on-air
playback with Instant Start and Frame Accurate Search, or DJ
operation with jog wheels and pitch controls. The CDX01 is a
single CD player and adds a3.5mm line input on the front side.
The CD-200 is adual CD player with separate 2RU controller
and player rackmount units. It offers seamless looping and
continuous playback functions. Common features include cue
with preview, three mode time selection, coaxial RCA digital
output, + 10 song searching and pitch control.
CDX-01
CD-200

List $ 309.95
List $ 319.95

LowestPrice

only$199ea!

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bmusa.com
Same Day Shipping
todi5 ahuge warehouse of pmducts. If we have iin stock, we'll ship it the
same day. Just order ay 7:00 PM Eastern Time.
Free Shipping on Most Web orders over $189
Most yeomen over $ 189 get FREE gkond service delivery tti the contiguous 48 sties.
Exchxits heavy or oversized rtems.

Knowledgeable Staff
Our sales professionals have real-world broadcast and studio experience to
offer expert help with your equipment purchase. RW_ 112305

117».
-IÎYA
VA

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
For the best prkes on all of your gear visit us on the web at www.bswusa.
corn or email us for aquote at LowestPrialbswusa.com

1-800-426-8434
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DC Software Adds Restoration Tools
Tracer Technologies' DC Live and DC Six RealTime, Linear Restoration Expands Noise Reduction

DC's EZ Clean filter actually identifies
the pattern of noise and adjusts itself
accordingly as it is applied.

by Read G. Burgan
Digital audio restoration divides into two
categories: real-time and non-linear. In the
first category are products like CEDAR,
whose hardware is legendary in its ability to
restore audio in real time. Sonic Foundry's
Sound Forge is agood example of the second category, where sound must first be
transferred to computer, after which various
restoration tools can be applied.
Each of these approaches has its advantages and disadvantages. With real-time
processing, you can hear the digitally
restored sound immediately, but you may
not completely remove all offending noise
from badly degraded sources.
Non-linear restoration requires that you
first transfer the sound from its original
source to acomputer file. Once saved to
hard drive, any number of tools and filters
can be applied to clean up the sound including the manual removal of noise that eludes
automatic processing tools. What you lose in
time you gain in apotentially cleaner sound.
Tracer Technologies, creator of Diamond
Cut, has developed asoftware product that
provides real-time and non-linear restoration.
Its latest entries, DC Six and DC Live, continue to provide restoration tools while facilitating new approaches to digital restoration.
Scratch, crackle and hiss
For those of us in radio, the real-time
capability provides ameans of airing live
any source that can benefit from restoration technology. The most obvious applications are playing long-play records and
reel-to-reel tapes.
By adding the appropriate filters to
DC's Multi-Filter and then clicking on
the Live mode, any audio coming into
your computer's duplex sound card will
come out of the output with the various
digital tools applied.
Previous versions had several impulse
filters along with a robust continuous

And DC Live Digital Audio
Restoration Software

Thumbs Up
,/ Real-time processing
/ Non-linear processing
DirectX support
Supports up to 192 kHz/32 bit
processing
Great presets and user's manual

Some DirectX Plug-Ins may
not be supported
./ Chaining several Direct-X filters that
perform complex operations may
result in latency of several seconds
even on a fast computer.
Price: $ 1,399 for DC Live;
S199 for DC Six
CONTACT: Tracer Technologies in
Pennsylvania at (866) 260-6376
visit www.tracertek.com

The EZ-Clean Filter removes pops, clicks, crackle and broadband
noise in one operation, while visually showing what it is removing.
noise filter. The current version adds
more ways to remove noise.
The EZ Clean filter is designed to provide a "hands off" approach to removing
pops, clicks and broadband noise. It contains three adjustable sliders for removing scratch (large impulse noise), crackles ( small impulse noise) and hiss
(broadband noise), along with ahum filter that can be toggled between off, 60
Hz or 50 Hz. What sets this tool apart
from others is that aside from adjusting
the degree of attenuation, the continuous
noise filter (hiss) needs no other adjustment.
Traditionally broadband noise reduction has required the user to create a
noise sample that is then used by the filter as a pattern in removing the noise.

Model RFC- 1 B Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/B

Sine Systems

Product Capsule:
Tracer Technologies DC Six

Thumbs Down

Control Solutions

II
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615.228.3500
www.sinesystems.com

Since it takes the filter some time to
identify the noise and begin to eliminate
it, one needs to add some typical noise
content at the front of the sound to give
the filter time to reach its maximum
effectiveness. There is little doubt in my
mind that this is the direction in which
noise reduction will be moving towards
in the future.
Similarly, DC has added amode to its
existing Continuous Noise Filter that also
automatically evaluates the sound and
applies its own noise reduction based on
the noise content. Unlike the EZ Clean
Filter, the Auto Spectrum CNF mode has
additional controls that allow the user to
fine-tune the degree of noise reduction,
including Attack, Release, Attenuation
and FFT size.
For the casual user, the EZ Clean filter
or the Auto Spectrum CNF mode will
almost certainly provide satisfactory
results. But for the professional user, the
Normal CNF mode of the Continuous
Noise Filter is still probably the best
means of ensuring the maximum removal
of noise with minimal artifacts.
New modes, utilities
The Live version has an additional mode:
Forensic AFDF. This mode applies an even
more aggressive noise reduction that is able
to extract sound from ahigher noise environment but with alesser fidelity and the
possibility of some artifacts.
Increasingly the emphasis is on higher
sampling and bit rates. If your sound card
will support it, DC Six and DC Live support
asampling rate as high as 192 kHz and at
32-bit resolution.
Under its CD Prep menu, DC has added
a "Find And Mark Silent Passages" utility,
making it fast and easy to mark individual
tracks for burning CDs.
Buried in the Batch File Editor is anew
utility called "Auto Leveling." While similar
to the usual Normalize function found in
most digital audio editors, Auto Leveling
examines the loudness of all of the sound
files in the batch and then normalizes them

to sound equal in volume.
Most normalizing tools simply increase
the gain of the sound file based on the highest peaks. This utility evaluates all the files
in the group to be batch processed and
attempts to average out their RMS levels.
For radio stations, this could help to provide
amore consistent listening level when using
disparate sound sources.
If you already use another digital audio
editor, you should now be able to use your
favorite DirectX Plug-Ins in DC Six/Live.
Because the designers of DirectX Plug-Ins
don't always follow the same conventions,
it's possible that some DirectX Plug- Ins
may not function under DC's DirectX interface. Ifound that most of mine worked. A
small minority did not.
DC Six and DC Live let you log the output of the Live function directly to hard drive
so the file can be saved and further
processed if desired. DC Live also lets you
log the original, unprocessed sound to aseparate file. For those who need to archive the
original unprocessed sound, this is avaluable feature. Essentially you can restore the
sound in real time and still have permanent
files of both the original and processed files.
DC Six and DC Live have been tweaked
to reduce the demand on your computer's
CPU. This means that when you do realtime restoration you will be able to chain
more plug-ins before experiencing glitching, without having to upgrade your computer. It also means that in many cases the
time for non-linear processing will be even
faster than before.
As with past versions, DC Six/Live contains presets that make it easy to use tools
and filters with little or no previous experience. The 400-plus page user's manual is a
great source of information for questions
related to audio and digital audio including
record equalization curves, and even mundane information such as resistor color codes.
Generally, one expects to pay afair
amount of money for digital audio plug-ins
dedicated to noise removal. Diamond Cut
Productions provides noise reduction tools
and adigital editing suite with audio tools
like equalization, compression and reverb
for less than aset of noise removal plug-ins.
DC Six and DC Live share acore of
impressively effective restoration tools. DCLive adds high-powered tools aimed at forensic applications and comes at ahigher price
tag: $ 1,399 for DC Live vs. $ 199 for DC Six.
Read Burgan is afreelance writer and
former public radio station manager specializing in digital audio restoration. Reach
him at ( 906) 296-0652 or via e-mail at
rgb@charterminet.
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Brauner Releases

Orban 9400:

Phantom

Processing for

Anniversary Edition

Digital, Netcast

TransAudio
Group, U.S.
distributor for
Brauner
Microphones,
is offering the
Brauner
Phantom AE
anniversary
edition mic to
commemorate
the company's 10th anniversary.
The Phantom AE is alimited edition of
the Brauner Phantom C but with ablack and
gold finish. Features include afixed cardioid
pattern suitable for lead vocals, voiceover or
spot instrument application with 8dBa self
noise, 28 mV/Pa cardioid sensitivity and 142
dB maximum SPL at 0.5 percent THD.
Like the Phantom C, the Brauner AE
ships with amatching shockmount, aluminum case and certificate of authenticity.
For more information, visit LasVegasProAudio.com or call (702) 307-2700.

Orban debuted its DSP-based AM audio
processor Optimod-AM 9400, which contains two processing chains for AM analog
broadcasting and netcasting/digital radio
broadcasting.
The only processing common to the two
channels is the AGC and stereo enhancer.
Beyond this front-end processing, each processing chain has its own equalizer, fiveband compressor/limiter and peak limiter,
which the company says are optimized for
their own intended transmission channel.
The analog chain peak limiter uses
Orban's multiband distortion-canceled clipper and overshoot compensator, while the

digital chain uses alow-IM look-ahead limiter to cooperate with low bitrate codecs
like the HDC codec used in the Ibiquity
HD AM system. Both processing chains
are stereo, making the 9400 suitable for CQUAM AM stereo installations.
"We realized early in the 9400's design

iting to ensure spectral consistency and
smooth source-to-source continuity on
the digital channel. However, the analog
an digital five-band compressor/limiters
require different thresholds and time constants. Appropriate equalization settings
and peak limiting technologies are differ-

'14101

ent as well. That's why the 9400 is essenprocess that AM stations need more than
tially two processors in one," he said.
just AGC and peak limiting on their digital
Orban expects deliveries to start in
channels," said Bob Orban, vice president
and chief engineer in the announcement.
January.
For more information, contact Orban
"Particularly because of the preponat (510) 351-3500 or visit www.orban.
derance of talk on AM, these stations
also need five-band compression and hm- COM.

Royer Labs Debuts
R- 122V Ribbon Mic
Royer Labs added the
R- 122V vacuum lube ribbon microphone to its RSeries line. The company
says it is alimited production mic.
The R-122V is compact,
monaural and bi-directional, and uses the large-ribbon transducer assembly
found in the R-121 and R122 active ribbon mics. It
exhibits aflat frequency
response, and provides an
output of —29 dB, which
the company says is
approximately 25 dB hotter
than an R-121.
The R-122V's offset-ribbon design positions the
ribbon element toward the
front of the microphone
body, enabling high SPL
handling on the front side
of the instrument, with the
option of aslightly brighter
response when recording
via the mic's back side
(three feet and closer, phase reversed in this
position).
The R-122V uses aNOS (new old stock)
U.S.-built military 6AU6 vacuum tube and
the company's toroidal ribbon matching
transformer. A Jensen 8:1 ratio output transformer provides an electrically isolated, fully
balanced output signal. The active circuitry
provides impedance to the ribbon element,
which prevents over-damping of the ribbon
element. The company says the R- 122V
receives an extensive burning in procedure to
assure proper settling of the vacuum tube.
The mic uses alow-mass, 2.5-micron aluminum ribbon. Its offset-ribbon transducer
assembly incorporates Neodymium magnets
in aflux frame, which forms amagnetic
field while reducing magnetic radiation.
Additional features include agold finish,
dedicated power supply and XLR connectors as part of the included cable set.
For more information, contact Royer
Labs in California at (818)847-0121 or visit
www.royerlabs.com.
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Peace of Mind

What do

you call

it when acompany

spends more money on R&D perfecting
their digital automation systems (
Scott
5532 and Maestro) than all other

...is knowing
dMarc
has
your back.

automation companies combined?
We call it dMarc Nothing gives you more
confidence and peace of mind than knowing
that you've got RevenueSuite,' the only digital
automation solution that drops cash straight to
your bottom line, and Diagnostics," the
industry's

leading

hardware

monitoring

software.

With all that R&D,
you can't go wrong.
Relax... with Marc.

1-888-438-7268
WWW.dMarc.net

Scott Stadcoe

Iliatare

Scott Studios and Maestro are Product Lines of dMar

ettillarc
NeY7 7V11

680 Newport Center Drive, Suite150,Newport Beach, CA 92660

niliCted
J..7011.1
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DR- 100 Transports in Shirt Pocket
AEQ 'sMini Recorder/FM Tuner Includes
File Transfer, iPod-Style Control Menu
by Ty Ford
The DR- 100 from AEQ is an
MP2/MP3/G.723 solid-state recorder and
editor. It also is capable of time-scheduled recordings and modem transfers to a
PC running the supplied client software.
This is one of the most accessorized
mini recorders I've seen. There's aUSB
cable and software for file transfer from
the DR- 100 to PCs, but not Macs; a
modem cable; apower supply/charger; an
external mic; and earbuds.
The DR- 100 runs for up to three hours
on a rechargeable Lithium ion battery.
The small size of the lightweight DR- 100
allows it to be kept in a shirt pocket.
Although not tiny, it's small enough to
get lost in desk clutter. In addition to its
128 MB internal storage, the DR100 also uses insert- able Smart
Media cards. Audio can be
recorded to either location
and can also be transferred
or copied in either direction.
"Gameboy" audio
Some controls are surface
mounted, while others are accessible by
thumbing around on the front of the unit
"Gameboy"-style. Along the left side is a
switch for Record Lock; an LED-lit button
for Record Ready and switching in the
AGC; volume up and down buttons; and a
key lock/On/Off switch.
On the other side are mini TRS jacks for
line out and line in, and amini USB jack for
interfacing with PCs. Along the top edge
are abuilt-in mono mic, mini TS mic input,
aheadphone jack and amemory stick slot
for Smart Media cards. The bottom sports a
modem port and DC/charger jack.

The face of the DR- 100 has acentral
iPod-like control — acentral menu button
with four peripheral buttons — and five
additional buttons. The controls let you
navigate the small LCD display.
The OK button, mounted up under the
LCD display, is the equivalent of an Enter
button. The "C" button,
next to it, cancels. The
remaining three buttons are AB/Sel
for selecting

The tiny
recorder offers
eight operating
modes.

editing points, Pause/Cut for
those operations and Play/Stop.
There are eight modes of operation:
Record, Edit, Play, FM Tuner (with presets), Timer Record, USB file transfer,
File Transfer by Modem and Setup.
Within any mode there are a series of
options that are accessed by navigating the
iPod-like controls.
The DR- 100 records in three formats;
MPEG 1Layer H (MP2), MPEG 1Layer
III ( MP3) and G.723. Encoding format

NEW Products
NEW Technologies
NEW Suppliers

NEW CATALOG

EVERY 90 DAYS

SEMICONDUCTORS IPASSIVES IINTERCONNECTS IPOWER IELECTROMECHANICAL ITEST TOOLS & SUPPLIES

MOUSER

ELECTRONICS

New
New
New
New

Mn and Mokne. Ileerunese a.,

Products
Technologies
Suppliers
Catalog Every 90 Days!

P..agner ( lectrancl. Inc

atir company

(800) 346-6873
www.mouser.com

and other data are visible on the LCD display. MP2 records in mono or stereo, with
sample rates from 32 kbps to 192 kbps in
mono and 112 kbps to 384 kbps in stereo.
The DR- 100 only records MP3 at 128
kbps stereo. The audio wasn't really
broadcast quality because there were too
many artifacts. Offering 256 kbps or higher MP3 stereo encoding would be useful.
The G.723 mode indicates amono 6Kbps
rate.
The DR- 100 has two mics: abuilt-in
mono mic and an external mono mic that
plugs into a 1/8-inch mini mono external
mic input. The external mic sounds much
better than the onboard mic. To
record in stereo, you need to use the
line input via the TRS Line Input
jack on the right side of the DR- 100.
Gain adjustments
Idecided on a bold experiment and
reached for my beyerdynamic M160 ribbon mic and aspecial XLR-F to 1/8-inch
TRS plug. To my surprise, the DR- 100
preamp had enough gain for a good
recording level, even for the low-sensitivity ribbon mic. The DR- 100 input has both
analog and digital gain adjustments. I
found that using the +34 dB analog gain
setting and adding another 10 dB of digital
gain sounded alot quieter than using the
lower analog sensitivity and more digital
gain.
Ifound the DR- 100 manual to be semihelpful. In trying to adjust the mic sensitivity, Ithought the Up/Down buttons
were the ones on the side. They changed
the volume level in my headphones, but
not the input sensitivity of the input.
Eventually Ifigured out that the manual
was referring to the Menu Option buttons
(Up/Down/Left/Right). With those, you
also can adjust the analog sensitivity to
provide either + 12 dB or +34.5 dB of preamp gain. In addition, you also can digitally increase sensitivity up to 24 dB in 1.5
dB increments by increasing the digital
stage. The manual is a bit vague as to
where these gain stages are.
The Record Ready button on the left
side of the DR- 100 also functions as the
On/Off for the AGC circuit. In relatively
quiet environments, it works sort of like
an expander. When you stop speaking, the
background noise is suppressed. With the
ribbon mic, however, the level kept fluctuating while Ispoke. Iswapped out to a
Sennheiser 421 dynamic, but the fluctuations remained. Even the very hot Rode
VideoMic caused the same fluctuations.
My advice? Steer clear of the AGC.
Editing
Only the MP2 files can be edited within the DR- 100. You'll have to transfer the
MP3 or G.723 audio elsewhere for editing.
DR- 100 editing is abit finicky. If you
try to chop off the rear end of a file, a
window pops up that reads "cannot select
all the sound." If you squink up to just
shy of the end of the file, it works.
Otherwise, the two point cuts-only editing is quick and easy, but don't expect to
cut syllables out of words. The editing is
non-destructive, but you can edit and
then "Wipe," which removes all of the
unwanted sections and gives you acomplete edited file.
I took the DR- 100 out to a

AEO DR- 100 Flash RAM
Recorder/EditorfFM Tuner

Thumbs Up
=

/Small
1 Feature- packed
1 Comes with all required cables
and external mic

Thumbs Down
Only PC-compatiole at present
Requires AEQ software for transfees
1 Some editing foibles
1 128 kbps stereo MP3 data rate too low
Price: S699

CONTACT: AEO in Florda at
7999 or visit www.aeqbroadcaSt

singer/songwriters' song circle and. with
the permission of the performers, recorded 192 kbps, mono, MP2 using the external mono mic. Afterwards, Imet up with
fellow engineer Brian Glock to test the
DR- 100's export to PC capabilities. After
installing the AEQ program on Brian's
P3, 1.3 GHz Toshiba, running Windows
XP, we transferred files to a 128 MB
Smart Media card inserted in the DR100.
Brian's older version of WaveLab 3.0
would not recognize the . S48 file extensions, even when we changed them to
MP2. We had better luck with Sound
Forge XP 4.5. We copied tracks, even
changed them from MP2 to MP3, and
had no problems playing tracks.
Within Sound Forge we saved one of
the files as aWAV file and WaveLab was
able to read and play it. Neither the PC or
my Mac would read the raw files from
the Smart Media card directly from the
USB card reader. The only way we could
access the files was after they had been
imported through the AEQ software.
The system version on the DR- 100 I
received, Version 1.4.2.d Built 2005.03.14,
was quirky. Once, when Iswitched the unit
on, it had apparently been left in Edit mode
and when Ihit the OK button the display
came up showing, "Abnormal excited.
Resume the last." My choices were "goon"
and "exit." Hitting "goon," which Ilater
surmised was AEQ-speak for "go on,"
took me to an audio edit.
The DR- 100 jammed while listening to
an MP3 file and Icouldn't turn it off. All I
saw was Track 001, : 39. : 28. Ifinally
popped the battery out and put it back in,
but then the unit wouldn't power up at all. 1
was sent another unit and took achance in
trying to start up the first DR- 100 with the
new battery. It came back to life. Iswapped
out the battery for the original one and
charged it up in the first DR- I00 and everything worked fine. No files were lost.
In speaking with the AEQ rep in
Florida, Igot the impression the DR- 100
was anew venture for AEQ. He said they
were graciously accepting input on this
first version. The neat thing about this sort
of technology is that AEQ could issue
software or firmware updates that could be
downloaded from their Web site and transferred by USB to the DR- I00. I'd like to
see amore universal interface that wouldn't require AEQ client software.
Ty Ford is afrequent contributor to
Radio World. Visit www.tyford.com for
more information.
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Studer Offers 'Gold'
A827 Promotion
Studer USA is offering its A827 Gold
Edition two-inch 24- track analog tape
recorder at apromotional price of $29,995.
The unit typically lists for $58,000.

Radio World

STUDIO SESSIONS

Call Screener
Supports
Telos,
Gentner Systems
The Call Screener from Condron Broadcast
Engineering is talk show software that enables a
host to screen calls graphically on the computer,
and control and interact with radio station phone
systems.
Features available with the software line, such as
remote control of phone lines, and now are enabled
for the Telos Systems 2101 system and other versions of the Telos Talk Show System lines, as well
as the Gentner TS-612. Mulit-user connections are a
feature of the Telos phone systems.
For more information, go to www.thecallscreener.com.

Remote Control for Broadcasters
The A827 Gold Edition comes with a
stand-mounted remote control and autolocator. 24-channel meter bridge, RS-232
interface and tone generator. The company
touts features such as optimized tape transport. which facilitates tape handling, and a
Willi Studer namplate designating it as a
Gold Edition model.
Under the terms of the promotion, A827
Gold Editions must be purchased by no later
than Dec. 15, with delivery taken by Dec.
31. Product sales must be handled directly
through Studer USA and may be initiated by
contacting the company at studer-usa@harmancom, or by calling (866)406-2349.

DaletPlus
Integrates with
Newsroom Systems
DaletPlus Radio Suite from Dalet
Digital Media Systems is abroadcast and
asset management system for digital radio
operations. The company says it facilitates
audio and newswire acquisition, search
and retrieval and production and script
editing with embedded audio, in addition
to scheduling, broadcast and archiving.
The DaletPlus system features automatic capture via scheduled ingest or manual
recording tools, and plays and edits audio
material while recording. There is support
for multiple audio formats and bit rates.
The system is compatible with
Soundblaster and Digigram audio cards.
Highlights include simultaneous broadcast over media outlets such as DAB and
the Internet; and integration with newsroom computer systems other than
DaletPlus, like Dalet OpenMedia or
ENPS.
The AudioRecorder feature records up
to eight simultaneous channels per workstation, and has tape deck-style controls to
record, pause and fast-forward. Auto-Trim
erases beginning and end silences. Cue
points and markers are user-determined,
as are default mix parameters for autosegues.
The DaletPlus NewsDepot plug-in is
suitable for collecting field contributions
by phone or ISDN, and MediaWall is suitable for live desktop monitoring of incoming audio and video feeds.
For more information, contact Dalet
Digital Media Systems USA at (212) 82.53322 or visit www.dalet.com.

INTERFACING:

HARDWARE FEATURES

•Connectable virtually to any kind equipment.
• Parallel I/0's with optically isolated inputs.

•Modular construction
can star from 16in/8out
to over 700 I/0.s per box.

•Serial connection thru RS485 using ANTS
protocol converter.
•Wide range of probes: AC/DC dete(
signal analyzers.silence detectors.

Backup power supply.
\re
Optional CPU redundancy.

n. RF pickups,

•Can read ANALOG or contact information as
as 32bit floating point numbers and text.

• Up to 1024 Jnits per server

•Real time alarm signaling on any data type.

• Built or challenging RF environments
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CONTROL ROOM SOFTWARE
•Client server multi - user environment.
•Server accessable via internet or LAN
•All information, including SNMP. converted to a simple map based interface
•Easy setup of all parameters using graphical tools
•User definable screens with an easy to use editor.
•E-mail and SMS alarm forwarding
•Voice call alarm signalling ( available April 2006)
•... and much more....
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Christian Media's Newest Strategic Event
tion Center
Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas USA
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Innovative Media for aNew Generation
If you're serious about media, then you can't afford to miss
Reach 2006. The only event of its kind, Reach 2006 can help
you get more value from your media resources.
• Discover new ways to capture and hold an audience
• Identify new forms of effective media for your ministry.
• Create programs that challenge thinking and communicate truth.
• Integrate media into both worship and outreach.
• Plan strategically for maximum impact.
Do what you do better. Just Reach.

Co-locatec with

For more information or to register, visit www.reachconference.org
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Clear Channel Monitors HD With M4
by Josh Hadden
Director of Engineering and IT
Clear Channel Radio —
New York City/Long Island
NEW YORK It feels like just last year
that most people were speaking hypothetically of HD Radio, and doing some longrange planning for it. A few rogue elements
— NPR — were even installing the stuff!
Then suddenly alot of us were rushing to
implement IBOC; remember that quaint
name?
The transmitter manufacturers were
essentially ready for the onslaught, with
fairly quick turnarounds. But when it came
time for us to monitor what was going on,
that was another story. A car radio with a
tie-wrapped "black box" strapped to it, and
an old 12 V laptop power supply was the
only way to listen to your HD until recently.
When Iwent to NAB2005, Isaw the
Day Sequerra M series of HD Radio monitors and had to have one. When Iwas
caught unscrewing one from arack at the
Harris booth, Iwas promptly ejected from
the hall — but Iwas promised an M4 by the
end of the show.
Then Ibiquity started to change the specs
required for receiver licensing. And my
long wait began.
It finally arrived three weeks ago, and I
couldn't be happier with my choice.
Push to open
The M4 is not only slick-looking, with
blue LEDs; it comes with rack ears so it can
live in asingle rack space.
The one-button press to toggle between
analog and 1-113 is great for allowing people
to hear the HD signal "open up" on demand.
Another one- button push splits your
left/right output to analog/digital, which is
awesome for setting up your diversity delay.
The monitor outputs come in traditional
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discrete eft/right, and abalanced flavor of
S/PDIF suitable for connection directly into
any AES input you might have on your
router or console.
Compared with earlier versions of HD

Hadden receives the Day Sequerra M4.
Day Sequerra President David Day stands at right.
radios, the HD signal acquisition time is
great — typically about four seconds less
than other receivers I've used. Its front panel also better indicates what's going on.
There are three blue LEDs to indicate HD
status: one for presence of multicasting,
another for HD audio lock and athird to
indicate the analog diversity delay is active
in the Main Program Signal, which is affectionately referred to as baseball mode and
is one reason for the delay in getting
receivers out there.
Then there are other displays to indicate if
you've selected amulticast channel, whether
or not you've got the audio in some non-normal mode (mono or A/D split) or if you've
changed from the default data display, for
instance to album, artist, time or the other
ID3 tags. Finally you've got LEDs for pres-

DLI Digilyzer
Handheld
digital audio
analyzer and
monitor
•
•
•

ence of audio for left and right channels, as
well as apeak indicator.
The two-line display seems pretty familiar and has the info you want. The top line
indicates preset channel (if set), frequency

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• ••

and service (AM, FM and HI) or multicast).
The second line displays call letters, and
depending on what you've selected it will
also show the ID3 tags (title, artist, album,
comments etc).
DaySequerra also has apparently spent
some time around DJs, as there is afrontpanel headphone output with arecessed level control to keep away fiddling fingers, and
you can lock the front panel so the selected
station and service cannot be changed by
said fiddling fingers.
There are some things I'd like to see
added or changed, although Ishould point
out I've already asked for afew changes, and
Iunderstand that they are being incorporated
into the next release.
A great addition to the M4 would be
some alarm outputs; perhaps loss of HD car-

The Digilyzer puts both
digital audio measurements and self-contained
monitoring with you
anywhere. The ideal
audio troubleshooting
tool for HD Radio
conversions and digital
audio production.

•
•
•

PO Box 231027
Tigard, Oregon 97281 USA
503-639-3737
www.nt-instruments.com
americas@nt-instruments.com

Tripped
A few weeks ago we had apower sag here
in the city, and several of our transmitters
tripped momentarily. So as Ituned around, I
wasn't surprised that my HD carriers were
off — except it seemed like all the 1-113 carriers in NYC were off. Iwent back to MCR
and the FID receiver there, made by another
manufacturer, seemed to confirm that there
were suddenly no HD carriers in New York,
abit hard to believe. As aguess, Iunplugged
the receiver, and suddenly HD was back.
Ultimately it turns out Ibiquity didn't put
in areset line or brownout protection on its
decode chipset, so you have to power-cycle
any HD receiver if you take apower hit.
This needs to be corrected by Ibiquity with a
reset line incorporated into all receivers.
Given that everything is firmware-driven,
I'd like to see some HD signal diagnostics
built in so Ican use it like amod monitor —
BER, ID3 tags, RSSI, Ethernet port for
remote monitoring, etc. I'd also like to see
the ability to flash stuff because we all know
there will be more changes coming, driven
both by consumer suggestions and Ibiquity
tweaks.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Day Sequerra at (856) 719-9900 or
visit www.daysequerra.com.

DU functions and features:
• Measures and monitors digital audio
• AES, SPDIF, ADAT signals

•Balanced

and unbalanced inputs

• 32k - 96k sample rates
• Digital carrier level and frequency
Digital domain audio - level,
frequency and THD+N
Status and user bits
Built-in audio monitor with speaker
and headphone jack
Digital error logging

Concise and complete digital audio
measurements in a palmtop handheld.

• • ••• ••• •
• •• ••• ••• •
es.momesaaamm,maaces

NTI Americas Inc.

rier, loss of SPS ( Secondary Program
Service) audio and things along those lines.
Isee the M4 as more of amonitoring
tool, as opposed to areceiver for the PD's
office, and because of this Ithink some of
the functions on the selection buttons need to
be smoothed out. For example pressing the
mode button when on the MPS channel puts
you to the SPS channel, which is what you'd
expect. But push it again and you're in regular FM analog only mode as opposed to HD.
I'd like to be able to toggle between MPS
and SPS quickly, especially given that this
receiver is primarily for HD anyway.
I'd also like to have adisplay mode so
that the ID3 tags would get scrolled constantly instead of having to manually step
through each one.
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Goldeneagle HD Relays Signal Info
Greater Media Uses 'Smart Mod Monitor'
For Taking, Recording Off-Air Measurements
by Paul Shulins
Director of Technical Operations
Greater Media Boston
BOSTON The box from AudematAztec in Florida arrived just a couple
of days ago, but Ihad downloaded the
user manual weeks ago, in hopes of
shortening the learning curve on this
rather sophisticated piece of monitoring gear.
As it turns out, it was painless to get
going, and Tony ( the guy who literally
wrote the book on it) was happy to
take my call and answer a few questions. In less than an hour Iwas able to
look at some parameters on my five
FM stations in Boston Ihad never been
able to see.
The Goldeneagle HD comes in afew
flavors: AM, FM, AM HD, FM HD or
all of the above. It is one of the first
devices to hit the market that can actually make precise off-air measurements
of many parameters of the station's
performance and record them, allowing
detailed analysis of both analog and
digital RF and audio signals. Think of
it as a "smart modulation monitor" that
has capabilities far beyond most rackmounted mod monitors you may be
used to.
Physically it is a 2 RU device, and
requires an RF sample or connection to
an antenna for direct off-air monitor-

ing. Iam a big fan of measuring signals right from transmission line samples at the transmitter, but Iam told
that off- air monitoring can also be
meaningful if you have a clean multipath free signal at the receive antenna.
Having said that, the physical location of the device is somewhat irrelevant, due to the many ways available to

access the information remotely, the
most useful being the network interface. By running a small utility on
your PC, you can access the
Goldeneagle's real-time, high-resolution graphics via the Internet, and connect to your unit from almost anywhere.
My unit came equipped with an FM
analog tuner and an FM HD tuner, the

The Value of One Good Idea.
The paper mill in this town of 8. 1
00 has nothing to sell locally. No compelling reason to spend money on
local advertising. But this doesn't stop an enterprising radio advertising salesman from offering them an
opportunity to sponsor aseries of :60-second Winter Safety Tips the station will be running over the next
few months. After a15-minute presentation with ademo tape, they jump at the chance to be agood
neighbor and agree to sponsor the whole thing. Next winter, they take it again. Same thing the following
year. And the year after that. To date they've spent close to $30.000 with that station, sponsoring Winter
Safety Tips. ( Does thirty grand sound to you like afair return on a $ 399 investment?) Now, stop and think:
isn't there just one prospect in your market, who might sponsor these Winter Safety Tips on your station?
Or aDon't Drink & Drive campaign? Or maybe an independent local bank, mall, chamber of commerce.
etc.) that would sponsor your -Shop Our Hometown Merchants - campaign to discourage out-of-town
shopping? The prospects are out there! All you need is one good idea. We can help you with that. Right now.
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Continuous measurements
Now for the good stuff. Log in
through the network and initiate an
FM scan. The entire FM radio market

Goldeneagle HD monitors and graphs FM analog signal strength,
pilot and RDS injection and HD Radio signal-to-noise ratio.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

iSg)

optional LCD touchscreen on the front
panel and a relay card to provide dry
contact closures for alarms. (This will
be supported in the future with the next
software revision.) Ifound the LCD
touchscreen alittle difficult to operate,
but in reality, it is not used much after
the initial setup.

TECH

UPDATE

Logitek Adds 96 kHz Support
To Audio Meters

Quesuon%? Cali us loll- free ( 888t 472-2388.

www.gracebroadmist.com
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comes back depicted as a spectrum
with each station showing up with signal strength, call letters and color-coded graphics indicating whether the station is analog, digital or both, along
with RDS information.
This scan alone can tell you a lot
about the market, but the real value of
this product is that it can make precise
measurements on many stations automatically and continuously, and also
alert you via e-mail, telephone or text
messaging if the parameters you select
fall out of tolerance.
The ability to set the thresholds for
any of these alarms is impressive. The
alarms also have built-in timers and

definable upper and lower thresholds
and hysteresis settings, so alarms will
not continue to generate if the parameter you are looking at is on the "hairy
edge" and would otherwise trigger
multiple annoying alarms.
A few of the useful parameters the
device will monitor and graph include
FM analog signal strength, pilot injection, RDS injection, HD Radio signalto-noise ratio, total analog modulation
and analog audio. In addition to the
audio output connections on the rear,
the Goldeneagle will generate a realtime audio stream of any station you
select (analog in one channel and digital in the other), so you can hear the
station on your PC wherever you are.
During audio streaming the device
stops scanning and recording data
from your list of stations; but the program gives you fair warning.
If you are running HD Radio, auseful feature is the monitor's ability to
analyze the analog and HD Radio
audio as received off-air, and display
analog vs. digital time alignment
information. It takes a few seconds,
but you are able to set your time diversity accurately, right to the exact
frame. It also provides information as
to the relative amplitude of the analog
audio with respect to the HD Radio
audio.
Soon a real-time spectrum analysis
plug-in will be available, adding to the
utility of this powerful tool.
Imiss not having the ability to print
out hard copies of the data, and it
would be nice to be able to pull up
archived information older than aday.
I am told these items may be
addressed in asoftware revision.
Careful thought has gone into this
product, and if nothing else it provides
critical real-time information about
our HD signals that up until now has
not been available to us.
For more information, contact
Audemat-Aztec in Miami at (305) 6927555 or visit www.audemat-aztec.com..
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Promote your services to Radio Iii/orldt readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Claudia at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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Logitek Electronic Systems updated its audio meter line with support for 96 kHz
sampling rates in its Super-VU and Ultra-VU meter displays.
The company says this compatibility is important for professional audio facilities
mastering audio at 96 kHz, and for broadcast production rooms using equipment such
as audio editors, PC cards and CD recorders that sample at this speed. By matching
the higher sampling rate in its
meters, Logitek
says users will not
have to downconLogitek Ultra-VU
vert signals and risk
loss in quality to
obtain accurate metering.
Logitek models include analog (mechanical) meters such as the Bright-VU series,
used for confidence monitoring; the TmVU series, which offers VU plus peak in a
curved display; the Super-VU series, which offers higher resolution and various operating modes; and the Ultra-VU series, shown, which offers the highest resolution and
operating modes.
Logitek says its meters use digital signal processing for precision metering that
conforms to international ballistics standards. All meters except the mechanical versions are available with achoice of analog or digital input; digital inputs can be AES
or S/PDIF. Some meters offer both analog and digital inputs.
The 96 kHz sample rate support is available in Super-VU and Ultra-VU models,
including units packaged for surround monitoring. Other meters with digital inputs,
such as Bright-VU and TmVU, do not currently support 96 kHz sampling rates but
are available with sampling rates up to 48 kHz.
For more information, including pricing, contact Logitek in Houston at ( 713) 6644470 or visit www.logitekaudio.com.
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WIT easi-8 Interfaces to Generator
by Mario Hieb, RE.
Broadcast Consulting Engineer
SALT LAKE CITY Bill Gillman was
teaching college level electronics at age
21. At 24, he became director of engineering at Gentner Communications
and while there designed telephone
hybrids, remote control systems and the
world's first digital audio processor.
Bill has since partnered with fellow
Gentner alumni Chris Clark and Kevin
Davis at WIT Inc., and they've just
released the easi-8 remote control.
The easi-8 is aversatile Ethernet-based
remote monitoring/control system. Its
package is different than your typical
remote control's. At ahalf-rack wide, it
has eight relay contacts and eight input
channels and is self-contained. There are
no external interfaces or relay panels.
More units can be ganged together in multiples of eight channels.
Two units can be mounted side-by-side
in a2 RU rackmount, and aspecial rackmount allows you to mount the unit in the
back of your rack, with the connectors
clearly accessible. It can also be wallmounted, perhaps next to your generator or
inside your transmitter, with included
brackets. Fat, multi-pair cables are not
required; just one 10/100Base-T cable. You
can even go wireless via aWi-Fi network.
The easi-8 is IP-based and has asingle
Ri45 connector on the back. It has two 12
V power ports on the back. Use awallwart on one port and agel-cell battery on
the other; either can power the unit.
Metering, status and relay connectors are
handy, screw-type Phoenix connectors,
my personal favorite. Easi-8 comes with a
temperature probe that plugs into, and is
powered by, one of the metering inputs.
Inside the box
The heart of the unit is aLinux-based
Web server. The unit is programmed, controlled and monitored via any Internet
browser. Included is acrossover cable if
you want to connect directly to your computer. NTP allows multiple easi-8 units to
be synchronized. A simple yet powerful
macro language lets you program custom
control sequences that are beyond standard product offering.
The eight inputs can be configured for
either analog metering, or abinary status
based on avoltage level. In the analog
metering mode, the input voltage can
range from 50 mV to 160 V, AC or DC;
no need for those pesky outboard voltage
divider networks. A temperature probe can
measure temperatures from -25 to + 125
degrees Celsius. Run audio into the easi-8
and it will work as asilence sensor.
The eight relay contacts are Form C.
They are either normally closed or normally open, and are contained within the unit.
Sixty-four user-defined time-of-day events
are triggered from within the e,asi-8 and can
be synchronized to other units via NTP.
The user interface consists of adisplay
screen via any computer with an Internet
browser. The metering and status limit setting is sophisticated and can trigger relay
closures, set alarms and even send you an
e-mail. One of my favorite features is
something the easi-8 does not have: the
troublesome local/remote switch. You
know, the one you forget to set to "remote"
before you leave the transmitter site?

One example of a
possible application is
interfacing the easi-8
to your generator. The
easi-8 could be located
directly at the generator and connected via
to your network via a
Cat-5cable or aWi-Fi
link. The easi-8 could
directly monitor three
phases of utility power.
If any of the phases
were to drop below a
pre-programmed volt-
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age limit, the easi-8 could start the generator. The easi-8 would then monitor the 3phase output voltage of the generator.
Once up to voltage, the easi-8 would
switch the generator on-line.
While running, the easi-8 could monitor generator fuel level, engine temperature and oil pressure. When utility power
returns for a pre-determined length of
time, the easi-8 could switch the load to
utility and shut off the generator after a
cool-down period. After shutoff, the easi-8
could monitor the charge level of the battery and send out an e-mail with asummary of the events.
WIT Inc. says it plans to develop several accessories for the unit including a
POTS line voice adapter.
For more information, contact the company in Utah at ( 801) 326-1300 or
www.easi-8.com.

DIGITAL RADIO IS
IN OUR FUTURE.
WE'RE CHOOSING
MOSELEY Ti SU.
Introducing the Starlink SL9003T1
Whether you're

4111/11111111111

......011111101.11111.e

rolling out HD Radio - or
planning astudio move,
look to the name you've

I-3111t_

trusted for over forty
years to now provide the smart choice in Ti STLs.
The new Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 has all the payload
advantages of digital—including, bi-directional program audio;
Ethernet LAN/WAN extension; transmitter remote control;
plus, telephone voice channels—delivered over asingle Ti link
or license-free Spread Spectrum radio.
And consider this, the Starlink is priced nearly a third less
than the competition.
How can a Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 possess so much
capability and still save you money? Just ask our industry
recognized experts Dave Chancey or Bill Gould for the details.
Starlink SL9003T1 Digital STL.
Good choice.
Dave Chancey
Bill Gould

www.moseleysb.com
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its precise scale, there were a couple
mono signals that weren't balanced
enough to my satisfaction.
Trying to balance signals with atone with
the ATS-100 was bad enough; the meters are
eight inches apart so you have to move your
by Mike Evans
head side-to-side to line up the levels. With
Chief Engineer
the AVU-24 it is abreeze. The meters are on
CHIN Radio
top of each other and it is simple to line
CHIN (AM- FM); CJLL Ottawa
them up vertically.
Better yet it is possible to discern balance
TORONTO I'm apretty lucky guy. I
with adynamic signal. Try that with amovwork just a few miles from the folks at
ing needle VU. Hitting about 0VU you have
Videoquip Research Ltd., and Ican attest
almost 3inches of LED! With aspec of .5
that they are willing to work hard to help
dB per segment at levels over —38 you have
you out in apinch or just chat about the daiaprecision instrument. VU and PPM are
ly grind. Ihave a long history of using
displayed at the same time and there is a
Videoquip products and Icannot remember
peak hold feature activated by holding the
having aproblem with any of them. So
Input switch down.
when Ineeded anew VU/PPM Meter I
While Idid not connect the digital
turned to Videoquip, and the AVU-24.
inputs, the mode switch allows you to disMost of my experience is with
play four channels at the same time. Ihave
Videoquip's Phase 3line. The AVU-24 can
seen many demonstrations of this and I
be sold alone as arack-mount unit, or you
prefer running dual-channel to get the
can fit it with another Phase 3product like a
extended display. In four-channel, they
switcher or audio amp to enhance the operasplit LED in half to show four separate
tion of the AVU-24. It features three modes
Evans likes the variable brightness adjustmen on th AVU-24's
meters with reduced resolution.
of operation: two-channel, two-channel plus
dual LED bargraph array. The unit sits above the McCurdy
The Mode switch also has a +P/B posiPhase and Balance or four-channel.
test set and the Symetrix amp that Evans is adjusting.
tion, and when activated it uses the 2cm of
the display to show phase and balance
quality, clear and easy to read.
require no changes because they are set
Connect it
information. The top LED bargraph disThe rear has punch-outs for four confor digital standards.
My AVU-24 was the first or second made
plays the phase difference in degrees from
Now to the part Ilike best, playing with
nectors. The type of connectors is deterby Videoquip, so it is apre-production unit;
0 to 180 and the bottom bargraph has a
the unit Hook up your inputs, turn the unit
mined by your need. If you want afouras such an operating manual was not supchannel analog meter, you'll get four
on and you are almost done. With my unit, I swing LED that moves from 0in the midplied. Ireally didn't need one, because the
dle to either the left or right. The further
operation is intuitive. No matter how much
female XLR connectors. If you want a just connected up my AVU-24 in parallel
from the center you go, the greater the
four-channel digital input meter, you can
with aMcCurdy ATS-100, atrustworthy old
my electronics school instructor triçd to
audio strength on that side.
workhorse Iuse on adaily basis.
instill in me an appreciation for the manual, I have XLR for balanced AES or BNC for
Iused the unit in this mode most of the
The source for both meters was a
still like to play first and read later.
unbalanced AES.
time because it gave me the large scale and
Videoquip RS6400 64 x 32 analog audio
It's unlikely you'll want it, but you could
The front has an input select switch
the increase of balance and phase.
switcher that serves as the heart of our faciliget both: two balanced digital (XLR) and
and amode switch. There are five LEDs
As aresult of my testing, we purchased
ties at CHIN Radio Toronto. From the rack
two unbalanced digital (BNC).
labeled D1, D2, ANLG, 2CH and +PB so
the A'VU-24, though Ireturned my unit to
mom Ican monitor most signals in the staMy unit being the pre-production model
you can surmise the operation by the front
tion, or rather anything Ithink worthy of
get it retrofitted for four analog inputs.
has two analog XLRs, one XLR and one
panel.
Irecommend this unit for anyone needing
muting to our production or on-air rooms.
BNC for digital. Videoquip is flexible; they
The most distinctive front-panel feature
aprecision meter.
will deliver what you need.
Iused the input switch to toggle to the
is the dual horizontally mounted LED
For more information, including pricing,
ANLG input, and the ANLG LED lights
The analog input is normally calibratBargraph Array. It is over four inches long
contact Videoquip Research licL in Toronto
show what Ihave selected. The first thing
with atotal of 106 segments and it has a ed for +4 dBu to equal 0 VU but an
at (416) 293-1042 or visit www.
Inoticed was the calibration was dead-on,
variable brightness adjustment, which Ilike.
internal jumper can set the calibration
videoquip.com.
for 0 dBu to equal 0 VU. Digital inputs
but then Isaw that with the AVU-24 and
The silk-screening on the front panel is top
USER
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Burk Takes the Wheel for ESPN Radio
Gray Finds ARC- 16's AutoPilot Software Has
'Come a Long Way From the Barber Pole Graph'

running. Ineeded aremote control that
would handle the operation of three
transmitters and a complicated AM

by Bobby Gray
Chief Engineer
WHOOIAMMWAMT(AM)
ESPN Radio
ORLANDO, Fla. Iwas first exposed
to the available software for Burk's
line of remote control products when I
had a hardwired TC-8 system. Iwanted to eliminate the missed log entries
and operator errors while taking the
readings they did actually log.
The TC-8 software was simple; it
ran in DOS and logs were printed to an
old dot matrix printer Iscrounged
from the traffic department. It was
1993 and Ithought it was coolest thing
in the world. But Ihad only been a
chief engineer for four years and I
needed all the help Icould get.
Fast-forward about four years. Ihad
been blessed or cursed — depending
on how you look at it — with our
acquisition of two local stations won
in bankruptcy court. The excited owners wanted everything moved into my
existing facility before they got back
to the station after leaving the courthouse.

The ARC- 16 enables Bobby Gray to check on station readings from home
We all know that routine. Iwas given amoderate budget to build apair of
new studios and gather the necessary
equipment needed to get it all up and

phasing system.
The ARC- 16 had replaced the TC-8
by this time and seemed the right
choice. Iinstalled it and went to work

figuring out how to use the DOS-based
AutoPilot software that came with it.
Welcome display
The new ARC- 16 system was robust
and built well. Most important to me, it
had adisplay on the front. At the time,
the other contenders in the remote control market either didn't put displays
on their product and they had to be
programmed with a local telephone, or
they had atiny LED alphanumeric display that was hard to read.
Along with my new remote control
system came software Ihad never
seen. Iremember thinking that naming
a piece of software AutoPilot took a
lot of guts because Icouldn't imagine
it would actually think for me instead
of simply reporting a condition and
waiting until Iissued acommand.
The simple "if-this, then- that" style
of programming made it ajoy for a
non-software guy to set up. It appeared
as though much thought had been put
into what Imay want to monitor, what
Imay want to turn on or off and its
ability to execute actions Imay want
to perform while somewhere else.
The more Iplayed with it the more
Ithought about doing with it. Iwas
like acrazy man. Ihad Marti receivers
hooked to it. The remote crew not
only loved being able to call the Burk
at the transmitter site to get a signal
strength reading from the CR -10
See BURK, page 35
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Continued from page 34
meter output, but also hearing the
quality of the audio being received, as
Ihad connected the receiver audio to
the Audio Monitor function on the
Enhanced Speech Interface card inside
the ARC- 16.
Ihad STL receivers hooked to it, as
well as backup transmitters, generators, tower lights, even amotion detector mounted on the outside of the
building would cause an alarm when
anyone got close to our door.
My first wife accused me of having
an affair with the ESI card female voice
because Iwas on the phone with it
more than Iwas ever on the phone with
her. - Ihad to explain to my wife that
"she" was always calling asking how
she could help me out and telling me
what "she" had already done to do so.
Selling a pattern change
When Ifinally ran out of things for
the software to do for me at the transmitter site, Iwent about getting an ARC- 16
for my studios.
We were using a pretty sophisticated
automation system, but like any
machine, it would stop once in a while.
The silence sensors would cause an
alarm and my bag phone would ring. I
could raise the channel and send a Play
Next command to the automation system, and it would. Occasionally, Iwould
secretly issue a Play Next from the car
on the way home from a nightclub at
about 2 a.m. when Ihad heard a song
that was on too many times that day.
At one point, Ihad two ARC- 16s
hooked to each other via modems on a
permanent basis. Iwas able to use the
automation system to issue a "closure"
pulse at a certain time by playing a
scheduled cut. This closure was wired to
a status input on the studio ARC- 16. I
used the AutoPilot software to acknowledge the change in status and issue a
command to the ARC- 16 at the transmitter site executing our pattern change. No
more dumping the carrier during paid
spots.
When our GSM realized we had this
capacity, he actually sold the pattern
change to a local electrical contractor.
We were getting $ 25 every time we
swung the pattern around and the system
did it in about two seconds right on cue
at the end of the 10- second sponsored
read. Being able to glance at one screen
and see everything going on has always
appealed to me. Meter parameters, meter
colors, raise command text, lower command text, status text — all configured
by the user.
Over the years, AutoPilot software
has only gotten better. We've come a
long way from the "barber pole" horizontal bar graph in the original DOS
version.
AutoPilot 2 had many user options I
never got the chance to try. AutoPilot 3
is soon due, from what Iunderstand, and
Iam anxious to get my hands on it;
though these days, Iam being careful
about how much I let it do. The
AutoPilot versions keep improving. As
soon as they teach it to fix mic cables,
I'm out of ajob.
For more information, including pricing, contact Burk Technology in
Massachusetts at (978)486-0086 or visit
www.burk.com.
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BE Has RTDS
Software Option for
T-Series
Broadcast Electronics' Remote
Transmitter Diagnostic System software
enables dial-up access from the studio PC
or alaptop to data points necessary to track
transmitter settings and performance.
RTDS is an add-on option for the company's T-Series of transmitters; it can be
installed at the factory or in the field for TSeries transmitters ranging in power from
5kW to 35 kW.
The remote diagnostic software emulates
the front panel of the transmitter, so station

personnel can determine transmitter operating power, status
and efficiency. RTDS
also offers readings at
the IPA and exciter
level, checks voltages
and overloads and sets
calibrations.
If the transmitter
site has only one
phone line, an optional switch will recognize those calls made
to the transmitter and connect the call for
monitoring. Additionally, RTDS monitors
multiple transmitters from one connection.
For troubleshooting problems, RTDS can
be set up to take "snapshots" of readings
before, during or after an event. Data captured in the RTDS system can be exported as

files in various delimited formats read by
database and spreadsheet programs such
as Excel or Access.
Diagnostic data from
RTDS loaded onto a
computer program
with graphing functions offers analysis
for troubleshooting a
problem or providing
abaseline reference of
readings for identifying problems in the future.
RTDS runs on apower supply separate
from the transmitter, and operates despite
power failures to the transmitter.
For more information, including pricing,
contact Broadcast Electronics in Illinois at
(217)224-9600 or visit www.bdcast.com.

Small processors, Big sound
From the company that brought you the DSPX,
we bring to you the Xtra and the mini.
DSPXmini

$1,700.00

• Cost effective FM only version of the DSPX

• Unbeatable value for money

• 4band DSP processing

• Supercharged DSP engine
'outruns any turbo'

• Lan & serial remote control

35

$3,300.00
• UK's most popular DAB processor

• Analog, Digital and MPX 10's

• 4band DSP processing

. FM, DAB, HD and Net processing setups

• Lan & serial remote control

. Presets and real time clock

DSPXtra

$6,500.00

•6band DSP processor

•Analog, Digital and MPX 10's

•Integrated 'award winning' Ariane Leveler

•FM, DAB, HD and Net processing setups

•LAN, USB & Serial remote control

•Unbelievable sound

www.bwbroadcast.com
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feature was a suggestion from Mike
Callaghan of Clear Channel's L.A. cluster.
How many equipment manufacturers actually make what you want?
Currently standard on new Plan B Deluxe
and Deluxe Plus models, the password-protected feature can be added to existing Plan
B and Plan B Plus units with an $85 fieldinstallable upgrade. The company urges Plan
B owners to use the factory's toll-free number to determine whether their systems can
be upgraded by this method.
With the recent natural disasters, the
Danagger Plan B would have kept audio on
remote transmitter sites after studios went
down, assuming AC was still present and
they were UPS- or generator-operational. In
disaster situations, audio could have been
delivered to the Plan B via disc, Flash card or
download. Incorporating asmall stereo mixer
in-line with the Plan B and adding aportable
laptop with aUSB audio mixer could work
in apinch as afully functioning air and production studio at atransmitter site.
The price on this unit, especially when
considering the peace-of-mind factor, is fair.
The five-year warranty demonstrates
Danagger feels it has asolid product and
will stand behind it. The Danagger Web
site does agreat job in detailing options and
operation.
I've just taken the position of chief engineer for an AM/FM/TV combo and have
just installed a Plan B Deluxe on our
50,000-watt FM. Installing aPlan B on our
AM isn't far behind.
The Danagger Plan B Deluxe lists for
$4,395.
For more information, contact Dannager
Audio Works at (888) 892-8346 or visit
www.danagger.com.

REPORT

USER

Plan B Has Emergency Access Dial-In
Deluxe Models Add Password-Protected Call-In
Feature, Enabling Live Announcements Direct to Air
gram feed, such as satellite, back-up
SIL, etc., in case of primary program
audio failure.

by Daniel Slentz
Chief Engineer
WHIZ (AM- FM-TV)
Ibecame familiar with Danagger's Plan B dead air prevention device for ahigh school LPFM
build Idid in Ohio. While the air staff
and automation were reliable, Iknew
there would be times when there would
be interruptions. Ihad read about this
cool little rack-mount box and decided it
would be agreat investment.
In almost three years the Plan B has
only been called into service three times.
Each time it has worked flawlessly and
listeners can't even tell it was online.
The latest offerings from Danagger are
the Plan B Deluxe, loaded with all the
bells and whistles; and the Plan B Basic
unit, which is upgradeable to the Deluxe.
Though Ithink Danagger could be more
creative with its product naming, the
company's products continue to be inventive.
The Plan B Basic is entry-level and
built to be an auto-switcher for program
audio loss with notification ( dial-out)
upon program audio loss. It also allows
program audio interruption via voice coupler on "dial-in." This box is for stations
already in possession of an alternate pro-

—

ZANESVILLE, Ohio

—

ing phone calls or sending e-mails to station
staff members to inform them there's a
problem and it has taken over, for you might
never know from listening if it didn't call
you. Because audio is processed passively,
this box will continue to pass audio even if
unplugged.

(

)

• • • • • •

The Plan B Deluxe is a2RU box that
senses audio loss prior to processing and
can replace regular program audio with a
backup source — basically aradio station
in abox. In its loaded configuration, you
have aton of options on how you want to
use it.
Sound of silence

Plan B Deluxe operation is relatively simple. Program audio, analog or digital, passes
through this box. When silence is detected
— you determine the length on asetting —
the box kicks into operation. It can switch to
an active alternative feed, make aconnection
to an alternate feed or begin playing audio
internally from aCD/DVD tray, Flash card
or internal hard drive. It even recognizes
dayparts to insert the appropriate replacement audio for the time of day.
When an audio program loss occurs and
it takes over, it features the courtesy of mak-

e

9

9
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013111
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The Plan B Deluxe is anetwork-addressable appliance. It can now be updated
remotely (over anet) to update audio files
and make configuration changes. It can
accept virtually any audio format you wish
to drop into it.
I'd be remiss in not mentioning something
important about the company. Imet President
Rob Robson at NAB in Las Vegas two years
ago; Danagger usually has asmall space with
Crown Broadcasting in the radio hall.
Ithanked Rob for awonderful product
and mentioned how Ithought using the
dial-out portion of the original Plan B
could be improved by offering avoicecoupler for apassword-protected "dial-in"
to deliver emergency voice announcements
via telephone.
By last year's NAB convention, this was
anew feature on the Plan B Deluxe. Iwas
impressed by his willingness to listen to,
and incorporate, ideas. The "dayparting"
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"Showcase studios take time, right?
Not this time."
"'Challenging' didn't begin to cover

"When we decided to go with Axia,

it. Our showcase studios were to

the router guys had a fit. They

be located in the high-visibility

actually tried to tell us that the

West Edmonton Mall. With only six

IP-Audio

network

would

weeks 'til our on-air date,

viruses! We laughed for

our challenge was find-

days about that one.

ing

catch

a manufacturer we

could trust to deliver on

"Our studios were finished

our timeline.

with time to spare. The
installation came together really

"We'd almost decided on one of

well, and since going on the air

the

we've been trouble-free.

traditional

companies;

console/router

working

25/7,

we

could barely make our deadline.
Then
about

we

found

Axia

"We've had several announcers tell

out

us how much they love

IP-Audio

working

networks.

with

surfaces and

the

Axia

how easy

they are to operate. It's
"Axia gear goes together

great to be able to setup

with Ri 45 connectors, so adding

and save multiple configurations

sources to the network takes almost

that can be recalled at amoment's

no time. A few clicks and you're

notice.

done! That produces a substantial
cost reduction in terms of wiring

"Our experience with Axia has been

from room to room.

all positive; we've had no

.d11,

audio glitches or dropouts
"And

because the

Axia

whatsoever. Idon't know

system routes audio using

why we hadn't gone this

ordinary Ethernet instead

route earlier. Where we're

of expensive mainframes, the ease

installing new equipment, we're

of adding to the network allows it

onboard with Axia."

to grow and change dynamically

— Owen Martin, Director of Engineering,

with our operations.

Newcap Radio, Alberta, Canada

A

TELOS

COMPANY

www.AxiaAudio.com
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Cox Reconsiders Remote Control
devices to monitor and control, fewer
people to take corrective action and less
time to connect the devices that demand
attention.

Tampa Cluster Goes With Harris ReCon
System After Designing HD Radio Installation
by Roswell Clark
Director of Technical Operations
Systems Administrator
Cox Radio — Tampa

of the stations you maintained was
fairly straightforward.
Perhaps aperson was available
at the studio end to take readings
manually, someone who actually
understood what those readings
meant and how to put the backup
transmitter on the air. At the transmitter site, connecting the control,
status and metering channels was a
time-consuming task, but it was the
only way to connect the devices
that had to be controlled.
Today there are many more

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. Today's
control and monitoring needs have grown
far beyond what used to be acceptable.
Not too long ago, if you had 16 channels
of control, status and metering from point
A to point B, you were content. After all,
making sure the transmitter, tower lights
and perhaps a generator were working
within spec from the control room of one

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

Union Si. Athens, Ohio 45701

GEER,

Peadm

a

•
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rrmatp•re

SIX MILLIÇL

immediate delivery!

GORMAN-REDUCEI MFG. CO.

18189: Ecanr.

•••••••••••

Equipment is in stock for

Price S1750.00
257 W.

Flexible approach
The ReCon remote control and facility
management system from Harris offers a
solution for these concerns.
At the Cox Radio stations in Tampa,
we met a crossroads when we began
designing the installation of the HD
Radio equipment. Our 16-channel control
system was already overtaxed with items
to which we wanted to connect. There
simply wasn't available expansion room
See FiARRIS, page 39
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Consolidation has brought on the need
to manage many more sites, sometimes
with less technically savvy operators.
Environmental conditions such as temperature or power quality increasingly are
critical to maintain in a more
silicon/computer-based operation. And
the time available to connect the pieces
of the increasingly complicated puzzle is
becoming ever more scarce.

\

Phone 740-593-3150
FAX 740-592-3898

U 9.2
LOGIPC SerFon Not Ri
AGUE»

THUNDERSTORMS HIT
F
ILA NET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
I
PUT YOU OFF TH
The STATI -CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous. low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.

•5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are tnuisforrner isolated from encoder-decoder board
• 2 minutes of digital audio storage
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
•25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
operation
•52 terminaLs on the rear to interface with other
•4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
equipment by removable plugs
•20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
•BNC fining with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter
input levels
•Will handshake with automation equipment jimg@gorman-redlIch.com Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

This aFFordable and rugged system has
proven itself- in the Field for over 20 years.

Cortaná
Write or call For aFree brochure and cle,Ign
P.O. Box 2548, Farmungton, Km. 8/499-2548
Toll Free: 888-325-5336 • Fax 505-326-233/ • v....v.(6f tanacorporation.corn

•Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled smthesized FM digitally
tuned radios, remote signboards. cables fir interconnection. character generators.

New! Dual Digital Distribution!
Henry's new dual- mode Digital DA 2X8 can be either a 1X8, or a pair of 1X4s.
Distribute AES/EBU digital audio to 8 locations, with transcrmer isolation of inputs and outputs.
Two inputs, for use with ole or two digital sources
• Transformer isolated I/O
• NO delay or latency
a LEDs confirm signa,lK
mu Built-in AC power suppl
f ee
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In stock at all Henry Engineering dealers

‘

626-355-3656
0Qmplete specs

at

),441:enryeng.corn
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Harris
Continued from page 38
the system.
At the same time, we became aware of
ReCon. What set this control system
apart was that it was not just apoint-topoint control system; it also was designed
to interface with a variety of devices
through different methods.
A simple serial cable connected to our
Harris Z series transmitter brought out
the control, metering and status indications. This cable took the place of the old
multi- pair breakouts and the associated
time it took to make the individual connections. Other devices with serial connections, such as Sage EAS boxes, also
can be connected.
In fact, one of the new questions we
ask potential equipment suppliers is
whether or not they have serial control
in

TECH

and if their protocol is available for our
needs. So far there have not been any
modern devices that do not have this
capability.
SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) connectivity is supported,
which expands the connectivity of the
system to an array of IP-connected
devices such as switches and routers, for
instance. For legacy devices, abreakout
panel that converts aserial connection to
32 channels of traditional control and
metering is available.
Once the devices at alocation are connected to the system, the view of the site
can be custom-configured at the master
control location. The ease of configuring
the controls and metering through dropdown selections is arefreshing experience.
Ed Allen, transmitter supervisor for

.
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Simultaneously
The Saar l-MHD-1 is an HD Radio
monitor that decodes the HD Radio signal and analog FM signal at the same
time, and is based on the latest decoder
from Ibiquity. It displays status, data,
time alignment and configuration information, as well as audio metering and RF
and audio spectrums. The company says
the 2 RU unit with 640x240 color LCD
display and rotary encoder provides a
detailed interface.

The FMHD- Isupports monitoring
multiple audio streams and simultaneous
monitoring of two streams with an
optional second plug-in HD decoder. The
unit's eight user-assignable analog audio
outputs, and three assignable optical
AES/EBU outputs provide support for
Tomorrow Radio and 5.1.
In addition to an antenna input for
monitoring off the air, the FMHD- Ihas
two RF inputs for transmitter site operation. The dual RF inputs allow for monitoring at installations using two transmitters to generate the combined analog/HD
signal.
Older wideband analog FM monitors
in the field may require pre-filtering to
remove HD radio sidebands. The FMHD1provides two filtered analog composite
outputs for driving these monitors, which
the company says eliminates the interference.
The FMHD-1 has RJ-45 10/100 Base
T Ethernet and RS-232 computer interfaces. When used in conjunction with
Wizard for Windows software, the
FMHD-1 can be viewed remotely with
PC graphing and logging functions available. The unit also provides four userassignable relay closures to indicate
alarm functions.
Belar says the AMHD-1 is under
development.
For more information, including pricing, contact Belar in Pennsylvania at
(610) 687-5550 or visit www.belar.com.
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FM System Transmitter
Digital Sound Duality

High S/N Ratio at 9[1dB
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Switching- mode Power Supply
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Touch- Screen Display

Managed Completely by Microprocessor
MOSFET Amplifications

High Performances with Low Energy Consumption
All the Working Parameters are Shown on the Display
Display of Alarms for Maximum Power, SWR, Temperature,
Unbalancing, Power Supply Voltage

Headquarter: Palo del Colle ( Ba) ITALY - Tel. + 39.080.626755 - elettronika@elettronikait
ELETTRONIKA USA: 4500 NW 73 Av. - MIAMI - FL. 33178 USA Tel. +1.305.5924506 - Fax +1.305.5949719

E-mail: marketingMelettronika.com
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ReCon, this is no longer an issue.
An intuitive map is available for the
operator to see the site in question. If
there is aproblem at that site, the icon
changes color and the error is noted in
text. By clicking on the highlighted icon
apage view is brought up displaying the
information for that site. The device in
trouble continues to be highlighted until
the alarm conditions are cleared.
As of this writing, we have installed
only one site out of three for this year.
We expect to have the other sites up
before the end of the year, along with our
EAS systems and direct connections to
our UPS systems. Alarm, HVAC and network devices will be tested, as well.
For more information, including pricing, contact Harris Corp. in Ohio at
(513) 459-3400 or visit www.
broadcast.harris.com. •

eMake Distance

e.41
t" M

Monitors HD, FM

the Cox Tampa market of six FM stations, was able to install, configure and
customize the control system at the first
transmitter site location in a fraction of
the time our traditional system took.
Because of the ability to custom-configure the views, he was able to have separate views for the operators and higherlevel views for the technical staff. The
ability to design corrective actions based
on readings and status of the various
devices promises to be an additional
avenue of benefit.
On the studio end, Studio Chief
Engineer Dylan Scott managed to create
additional views of the Tampa market for
the operators to use. Because Cox manages six stations from the facility, there is
often the need to have astudio become a
master control point for the other stations. In the past, this was unwieldy. With

""1.11111re

UPDATE

Belar FMHD-1

Radio World
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Tieline PFA201 Has
Front-Panel LED PPM
The PFA201 Program Fail Alarm from Mane Technology is suitable for detecting low
or absent program signal levels, and will activate front-panel LEDs, asonic piezo alarm and
several onboard relays when certain preset alarm conditions are detected.
The PFA has an LED Peak Program Meter (PPM) on
the front for visual recognition of program levels, and
there are two Trip LEDs and aFail LED that show PFA
alarm status.
Features of the PFA201 include dual 10-LED PPMs
for dual mono or left and right level display; two LEDs
to aindicate left and right program-level Trip conditions; aFail LED to indicate when aprogram fail condition has occurred; and aReset button to enable the PFA
relays and alarms to be reset.
Additional highlights include an eight- way dip
switch for setting the mode of operation; front-panel trim pots for trip level control and
alarm delay control; and aDB-25 connector on the rear for relay contact connections.
For more information, including pricing, contact Treline Technology in Indianapolis at
(317) 845-8000 or visit www. tiel ine.com.

ANT Offers RDF, Seeks U.S. Distributor
Italian remote control and telemetry company Antenna Nord Telecomunicazioni is seeking aU.S. distributor.
The company makes the RDF, afront end that is installed at the transmitter site and offers
real-time signal monitoring. It can be connected to equipment in various ways, including parallel, in which signals are connected to the unit
using cables, or via RS-232 or RS-485 where the
RDF reads and writes I/0s through aserial port.
The company says it has developed acommunication protocol bridge, the ANT 130, that
converts aknown protocol to the ANT LAN
protocol and vice versa. The ANT130 is field
programmable. A driver is downloaded by aportable PC, and users can program which I/0s
can be read or written from the connected equipment by using drag-and-drop operations.
Features include the ability to manage two communications systems, main and backup.
For example, users can connect two PSTN modems; one will serve as the main modem while
the other will backup in case of failure; or users can have amain TCP/IP connection and a
GSM backup.
FCC P-channels or free 2.4 or 5.8 GHz channels also are usable for data collection; each
RDF acts as arepeater for the next one so adirect line of site is not necessary between the
control room and the rest of the sites.
For more information, email Mario Duchi in Italy at m.duchieantgroup.it or visit
www.antgroup.it.

Inovonics 540 Measures
Subcarrier Injection Level
Inovonics' 540 is atunable monitor/demodulator for analog and digital FM broadcast subcarriers. It connects to the composite/MPX output of an FM modulation monitor to measure the injection level of subcarrier transmissions, and the subcarrier deviation of analog SCA program services. The subcarrier tuning range is 54 kHz to 99
kHz in 1kHz increments.
RDS decoding is available as aplug-in option. The circuit assembly reformats RDS
data to aserial RS-232 output. Using the supplied software, an IBM-compatible PC
can decode and display the
common RDS data groups.
Total, main-channel carrier deviation is monitored in
the Calibrate mode, and the Input Gain control is adjusted to reflect the station's primary mod monitor readings.
The 38-segment bargraph display is peak-responding and features a peak-hold
function.
For more information, including pricing, contact Inovonics in California at (831)
.
458-0552 or visit www.inovon.com.

2wcom A20 Offers
Loggable Measurements
The A20 FM RDS/RBDS monitoring system from 2wcom contains ameasurement-grade tuner that measures FM
signals such as total/peak modulation
and pilot injection. The measurements
are loggable and most can be set up with alarm thresholds to send an alarm e-mail if there is a
problem using the integrated TCP/IP interface.
In scan mode, the A20 can listen to eight stations; the user can program different alarms on
any station being monitored, and e-mail or use SNMP on these, as well.
Additionally, the A20 streams the received audio back to the user with an optional MP3 server module. The company notes that this feature enables engineers to hear what the A20 is listening to.
The A20 with integrated tuner can pick up signals off the air or via one of its MPX baseband ports. The user can hook them up and switch remotely among sources. There also are
ports for Left and Right Audio; these can be used as MP3 sources too.
The company says an upcoming software release will enable the A20 to be used as a
remote control.
For more information, including pricing, contact ViaRadio Corp. in Florida at (321) 2420001 or visit www.viaradio.com.

Sicon-8 Expansion Module
Provides 16 Channels
The CircuitWerkes Sicon-8 is adial-up transmitter site controller with recordable
voice response and computer access capability. Features include eight independent channels of telemetry, status and control. The Sicon-8 Expansion Module can be added to the
system for atotal of 16 channels each.
Each telemetry channel provides aself-calibrating, auto-ranging analog input capable of
handling 0to + 12 Vdc to 0to — 12 Vdc. The eight control channels feature independent
relays for the raise and lower functions. The first six control channels consist of two heavyduty SPDT relays — one for raise/on and one or lower/off — that can handle up to 2.5 amps
at 30 VDC or 125 VAC. The company says these relays operate in momentary mode, so they
are suitable for controlling equipment.
The last two control channels make use of two latching or momentary DPDT relays each.
These relays enable the Sicon-8 to be used as an audio switcher. They also can be used for

Rohde & Schwarz UPV
Offers Dual-Channel Processing
The Audio Analyzer R&S UPV from Rohde
& Schwarz records and replays audio signals
and is suitable for analog, digital and combined
interfaces. It offers dual-channel signal processing and generation and asampling rate of up to
192 kHz.
The instrument performs frequency response
measurements, distortion and spectral display and analysis of digital interfaces. Several measurement functions can be performed and displayed simultaneously. The company says measurements in the audio frequency range are performed as true dual-channel measurements,
cuffing the measurement time for stereo applications.
The generators of the R&S UPV create analog and also digital (option R&S UPV-B2) test
signals, such as sinewave signals, intermodulation signals, burst signals, noise, DC voltage
and dual-channel sine wave signals.
Measurement functions on analog and digital interfaces include level measurements, selective level measurement, SINAD or THD+N measurement, THD, waveform function and FFT
analysis.
For more information, call Rohde & Schwarz in Maryland at (410) 910-7800 or visit
www.rohde-schwarz.corn/USA.

NTI AL1 Has Real-Time Analyzer
The ALI Acoustilyzer from NTI, part of the company's
Minstruments line, is an enhanced version of the Minilyzer that adds a
real-time analyzer, high-resolution FFT audio spectrum analyzer,
delay time measurements and reverberation time measurements, while
retaining audio analyzer functions of the Minilyzer such as including
measurements of level, frequency and distortion, and cable testing.
A Minilyzer may be "cross-graded" to an Acoustilyzer by adding
the MiniLink USB interface and software kit and then the "ALI
crossgrade" firmware kit. ALI acoustics functionality also requires
the MiniSPL calibrated measurement microphone.
NTI's DLL Digilyzer for monitoring and measuring digital audio
also may be upgraded for computer control and internal storage of
data by the addition of aMiniLink interface and software. The DL1
also serves as aportable digital audio monitor, as it includes an audio
DA converter, amplifier/speaker and headphone jack.
For more information, including pricing, contact WTI-Americas
in Oregon at (503)684-7050 or visit www.nt-instruments.com.

NTI Acoustilyzer

standard equipment control as well.
Voice recordable technology allows the user to record words and phrases in any language,
although it comes with the most commonly used English phrases pre-configured.
Additionally, acell phone interface is provided.

• CIrcultVVerkes
• Sicon-8

•

•

•

The Sicon-8 also communicates with X-10 transmitter modules, which communicate over
abuilding's existing electrical wiring. They can be plugged in around your site and equipment plugged into them can then be turned on or off.
For more information, including pricing, contact CircuitWerkes in Florida at (352) 3356555 or visit www.circuitwerkes.com.
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AM Antenna Solutions
LBA Technology, Inc. is your
proven supplier of innovative,
digital- ready AM antenna systems
Our products include tuning units,
phasing systems, multiplexers, AM/
wireless isolation systems and
components for every power level.
We help hundreds of broadcasters
in the USA and worldwide tc

RF Components

LBA TuntpoleTu
Folded Unipole Systems

soldee'

Reach further sound better!

Diplexer , Tnplerer and
Phasor Systems

3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834
800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

D The

DR- 10 is aDial- Up remote contol with telephone
audio input and output for remote broadcasting.

D If your automation

works with satellite networks, you
can use the DR-10's relay outputs to fire commercials,
linens, etc.

Save $$ with no staff needed at the studio!

D Use the DPDT relays to

insert the plone audio directly

into the program path when necessary. especia4 for
emergencies or to bypass your automation sysytem.
F). When used with our Silencer Opticn, the DR- 10 is the
ONLY product available that completely remoies DTMF
control tones from the audio path for clean remotes.

Get the DR-I0 Er start

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

r7--rry rn»r tfr controller Er
i7rmnfr Rr .r,PrfrPrzi InterfacF

LBA

saving money now!
www.circuitwerkes.co

Sinc€ 1963

CircultWerkes. Inc -

What would you do with an extra $5,545?
The old choice

The easi cioice

Remote control

$2,935

Web Interface

$1,495

Command relay

$495

Temperature unit

$319

Line voltage sensor

$175

Tower light monitor

$129

AC current sensor

$229

Silence sensor

$569

Cable interface

$195

Software license

$299

Installation labor

$???

Total:

$6.840

easi-8

$ 1,295

FM Broadcast
Solid State
Power
Amplifiers
& Transmitters

Friendly support $ priceless
I

•

•

Total:

$1,295

.É untvérta ripe • rnb é
iterfacing headaches a Thing of the past.,
Call or visit our web site today to see why an
easi-8should be your next equipment monitor',

www.easi-8.com/rw

WIT
Inc_

420 E Lana Court
Draper, UT 84020
(801) 326-1300

For full details see our web site
www.ptekpower.com or Call
403-448-3342
Fax 408-549email pteksales@ptekpower.

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

FM is; TV
Transmitters
Solid State or Tube
Antennas & Combiners
20 Years of Service
Asistencia en Español
24 Hour Support
2 Years Warranty

www.bext.com
Tel 619 239 8462
Fax 619 239 8474
bext @ bext.com

NEW
EXCITERS/TRANSMITTERS
w/stereo generator St audio limiter,
field programmable FSK ID keyer, all built-in!

LUÍ I‘L'ULI_k_ft
800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

WANT TO BUY

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirst'
=888-765-2900
Full product line for sound

Enco DAD 486 Need Workstation
with all cards, etc. in good
condition for parts. Call Chuck
814-837-9711
CART MACHINES

control & noise elimination.

WANT TO SELL

www.acousticsfirst.com

Some record, some play only lots of tape carts- Call 580-2654496 Will sell cheap - make offer!

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO BUY
3178" And 15/Er Coaxial RelaysContinental Communications 314664-4497, Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

DANGER
NO ENTRY FOR ANY PURPOSE
ft1 TRAINED PERSONNEL ONLY
DO NOT TOUDi TOWER

A\

HIGH RI

mums

A

ASR or Phone Number

FCC Signs for AM and FM towers
Guy Wire Protectors- Antenna Tags
Antenna ID Products
610-458-8418
antennalljemsn.com
www.antennalD.com

AUDIO PROCESSING
IINCLUDES ON-AIRL
WANT TO SELL
CRL
SEP 400A
1PMC-300A.
spectral Energy Processor and
Peak Modulation Controller. $500 Call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STLJTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

Yaesu FT-209 RH 2 meter
handheld, mint with FT&6 Tone
Board. Charger and new battery
$30. Call Peter Russell 207-8335473
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Yaesu FTC 1123 Two 5 watt
handhelds with FTS-6 Ton board in
one, NC- 5 charger. Complete needs memory battery. $25 each.
Call Peter Russell 207-833-5473
International Datacasting Flex
Route, Digital Audio Receiver Make
offer. Call Jerry Evans 775-8848000
REMOTE &
MICROWAVE

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio"

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
Arrakis TMR 8D - Very good
condition. Used as newsroom
console.
Two mic channels, 3
others. Also have a 20-channel
Arrakis frame. $450 - Call Jerry
Evans 775-884-8000
Ramco XL82S Stereo Mixers for
FM Stations refurbishedOlots of
features. Call 580-265-4496 for
details. $700 OBO
WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

GATES Executive, Dualux II, or
Dualux 80 Stereo Console in
decent working condition. Steve
Kelly ( 601) 982-1062.

Crown Air/Force/Starplus 96EX
Air force automation system (?).
The Starplus 96 Ex expansion KSU.
Part SP4002-00 is some sort of
audio processor.. . 1think. Make
offer. Call Jerry Evans 775-8848000

1101110N =PAM APO NAIR MOM
new& rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

WANT TO BUY

EQUIPMENT

Digilink Systems, 4-Digilink DL2
with DL4 Software and 18 GIG
Hard Drives. 4-Digilink DL4 Audio
systems and
2-Digilink CD
Controllers, Lots of Extra New
Parts, Switchers, Hard Drives,
Power supplies, etc. 12 Pioneer
PD-TM3 18 Disc Cd Players
available. All Digilink equipment
$2500. John Franks 740-522-8771
sales@wnko.com

WANT TO SELL

BE 90-A - the 90-A is the last
model BE made. Call Tom Niven
973-839-1500

AUTOMATION

Now available, radio automation
for the Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
Visit digitaldevelopment.net and
click on RADIO AUTOMATION for
screen shots. The software is free,
there is asmall duplication fee. For
more info call 406.665.1832.

MISCELLANEOUS

Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-6876357.
FURNITURE
WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL
Marti Digital CellCast, 1 yr old
Perfect Condition. Great for
Remotes anywhere. -cell or phone.
Price $2600. - Call Matthew at
864-621-6230

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it
SCNIS, INC. (800)438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

S

Marti Digital Cellcast - Perfect for
remotes, 4- channel mixer internal,
operates on cell or phone line, 120volt power or cigarette lighter
adapter. $3300 when new. Price
$2500. Call Matt at 864-621-6230

RacJi..2 W9r1d.
Equipment Evebange

LIMITERS/AUDIO

SOFTWARE/

PROCESSING

DATABASES

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EO's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

MICROPHONES

STATIONS

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

WANT TO SELL
Profitable Small City 25kw FM
NEast in Canadian border area.
Nice
facility,
good
upside
$595,000. salesgroup@beld.net
or 781-848-4201.

wale

sod Ereneaing Cowers

SUPPORT
WANT TO SELL
Broadcast Tools SS8.2 dual stereo
audio switcher. Brand new, never
used. Lists for $739. First $650
offer gets it with free shipping. Call
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000
Professional Software packages for FCC
Circuit Werkes HC- 3Time sync Make offer. Call Jerry Evans 775884-8000
DBX 150 Type Inoise reduction
system. Two available. Make offer.
Call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

applications and predicting coverage.
(8) Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP,
Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe 3 .
TM

W

W

Mari MX5050 Two available in
good condition. Price $350 each
plus shipping. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000
Pioneer CAC -V3200 - 300
compact Disc autocharger. Two
available $300 ea. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000
Stanton 310 - Turntable amp Two available. Make offer. Call
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000
STEREO
GENERATORS
WANT TO BUY
Electric Works AS-28 Switcher,
Must be in clean, operable, good
shape.
Call Tommy Yarbrough
931-967-2201 or 931-703-2277
wcdt@bellsouth.net

Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FM Command

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft.com ( 800)743-3684
TAPES/CARTS/

TEST-METERING-

REELS/CDs

MONITORING

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT/ HYBRIDS
WANT TO SELL
Gentner SPH-4 Telephone hybrid
w/manual- $ 100. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000

BK Precision 1476A
10 Mhz
Oscilloscope.
Make offer. Call
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

NJ Online
WANT TO BUY
Will buy a Delta 01B3 in any
condition. Call Lincoln at 401-7812066.

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
1983
1984
1982
1995
1988
2001
1978
1991
1980
1982
1986
1990
1982

1KW
1KW
5ION
5KW
5KW
10 KW
12 KW
50 KW
50 KW

1999
1983
1985
1996
1982
1986
2000
1985
1986

.

W Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D TN.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

1.5 KW
2.5 KW
5KW
6KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

TM

Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro.

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ TRANSLATORS

WANT TO SELL
Stream your remotes over the
Internet!
Cheap,
reliable,
automatic with our software. Visit
www.blockweb.com/freemanlabs/
autostream
or
call
512-461-8233

el C" nieceiœs "

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

STUDIO

WANT TO BUY
Marti RPU Equipment. Continental
Communications
314-664-4407.
contcomm@sbcglobal.net

r
N

oft

COMMUNIc1TIONSet

ACCESSORY/

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

Beautiful Studio Furniture! Used
Harris Studio Furniture Package.
Call for Details 702-304-9566

WANT TO BUY

Top 100 Market NEast AM
daytimer, low dial position, low
expenses,
good
population
coverage. Stick value $495,000.
salesgroup@beld.net or 781-8484201.

Used FM Transmitters
BE FM 1.5A
Continental 814R-1
Harris FM 5K
Henry 6000D
BE FM10A
Henry 10,0000-95
Collins 831G2
Harris HT 20
CSI-T-25-FA (Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE FM30A
Continental 816R-5B
Harris Combiner w/auto exciter
transmitter switcher
Used AM Transmitters
Omnitronix 1000A solid state
Harris MW1A Solid State
Continental 315R1
Harris Gates 5Solid State
Harris MW5A
Harris MW108
Nautel XL12 Solid State
Continental 317 C2
Harris MW50C

Exciters
'New' 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Dgital
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitters
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TTU-30-A, CH 50
Used Misc. aliment
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s- phase
Pluto visit our winner tor curront listings.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com
TING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

eitrat EVANS

Al qili ations and Field I. ngineering

•

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

OC

t•I

Engineers

s

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Feld Engineenng • Tower Deturung
Upgrade d Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

•AM-FM-CATV-ITES-LPTV
•EMC Test Lah-FCC and European IECI

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.
651-784-7445
5844 Harnaite Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

CMMuNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC
filICA.Pet4C01.1,41,

AM. FM TV coverage 8Upgrades
wa Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation construcbon permit and license
engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mixrahi
P.O. Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-007
Marlton, NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-812

WWW.commtechrf.com

BitOADCAST TECH
o\sULTANTS
Full Nyinici: Front \lb s. ilion li

Since 1970

Coverage Maps $69
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Structural Analysis

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants
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AM/FMÍTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation
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Electronics Research, Inc.
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Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only.
All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment
Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below.
Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Please print and include
all information:

JENNINGS VACUUM

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

202-393-5133

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

FM Engineering - FCC Applications
Upgrades, Frequency Search

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Operation. NVFWIYPil X Serykr.5.5

REALcoverage.com

Technical Consultants

FROM STOCK

210S. Main St.. Theensvale. WI 53092. (262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
http://vnve evansassoc.corn
Member AFCCE
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The Coverage Map Store

Scientific Broadcast

TV • DTV Transitton • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Fax (651) 784-7541

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS Pt

LII

No
Date _

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Contact Name

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2005

Title
Company/Station
Address

13x

26x

105

100

95

85

75

65

City/State
1-9 col inch ( per inch)

Zip Code
Telephone

$110

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on
aper word or per inch basis.

WTS -IWTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

124

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154, to
reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,

Price:

MASTERCARD and American Express.

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange • PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Tel: 703-998-7600, ext. 154 • Fax: 703-671-7409 • E-mail: cvanveen@lmaspub.com
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New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at
our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
quality power tube rebuilding.
TUBES & COMPONENTS

TRANMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS VVTS ( Cont.)
WANT TO SELL
Bauer 5KW Transmitter taken outof - service 8/04. Brand new crystal
relays, parts. Great back up or
primary xmtr. Turned to 1300.
You pick up or ship. $ 1000. Call
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000
Bext 5 and 20 kW FM
Transmitters. New. 2004 models.
Closeout prices. Full warranty.
Bext Inc. 619-239-8462.
Marti
RPT-25-R
Transmitter
14455.850 and 450.850. Older
model- don't know if it works. Also
have aRPT15 for $200. Call Jerry
Evans 775-884-8000
RCA BTA 1R1 500-1000 WT, 2
Crystals, 1370/1110, rebuilt, works
good, you must pick up near Ada,
OK Make offer Call 580-265-4496

Sefteurn &wad-ma Pleducte

Western Electric 1KW transmitter,
complete. Please call 804-2763983

C Electronics

Television & FM
Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326
S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

WANT TO BUY

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" S

AM
Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches.
Am Transmitters - Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
contcomm@sbcglobal.net

Radio World
Equipment Exchange

An International
Distributor of RF Components

50W RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail à
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
bvww.ramseyelectronics.com

›rjli

ramsey

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM (FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

800-446-2295
In Our 33rd Year!
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New 80 AMP
RS Contactor
For Sale
From

GELECO

Price $850
Phone: 416-421-5631
Fax: 416-421-3880

SVETLANA

e

EMPLOYMENT

EEV
USA DISTRIBUTOR

sEePe's

•-•m
To Order:
1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

Spring Hill. FL

=

34609

Good production knowledge, Cool
Edit, On-Air/Board-ops, creative
copywriting, and mobile DJ
experience, plus skilled musician.
Dependable, energetic, easygoing
personality. Contact
Charles
charles0313@sbcglobal.net 972224-2727
Bilingual, dependable, energetic
and outgoing! Seeking aspot for
evening/weekends in production,
promotions or on- air in the D/FW
area. Ramon Rodriquez 972-2379831 dazzam@comcast.net
Hard worker, team player, very
dependable and reliable, selfmotivated, eager, creative with
ability to attract adiverse audience.
Dennis Pipkins
214-564-2217
Pip_D33@yahoo.com

Self- motivated, passionate, experienced Mobile DJ. Technical
background, Hip smooth voice,
tight boards, and copywriting.
Dependable, energetic, outgoing
personality. Willing to travel.
Contact Reggie: 972-697-7290
livewire1008@sbcglobal.net

Hardworking dependable DJ.
Solid production, tight boards,
good news writer, show prep,
relates well to audience. Team
Player, energetic.
Prefer DFW
area. Brian Olsen 817-228-6672

Set your Station apart form the
rest.
Mix show DJ, Remix
Producer avail for custom mixes
and remixes. All formats including
Top 40, Techno, R&B Dance hiphop and house. Over 15 years club,
production, & on-air experience.
DJ Osiris 734-389-4510

Outgoing broadcaster.
Enthusiastic, with positive attitude. Selfmotivated, with excellent people
skills. Versatile, and fast learner.
Tight boards, Cool Edit/Adobe
literate C Jabari Owens jbokabs
@sbcglobatnet 817-795-7377
Production Guru &
On- Air
Personality looking to work 4u!
Knowledge of Cool Edit/Adobie
Audition/Sony Acid 4.0. Contact
Sean Compton @ 469-667-0870
or hgentertainmnet@hotmail.com
Portfolio/Aircheck Available

Young hardworking individual
looking for an entry-level position
in radio broadcasting. I'll always
give you 11% and do so with a
smile. Thurman 405-741-0780
Bilingual broadcaster.
Very
reliable and dependable, energetic
hard worker with good personality,
and excellent boards.
Takes
direction very well. DFW Area.
Julio Penaloza 469-223-5072
tannyadelapazgyahoo.com

Look no further, you're in the right place!

odia W4prIcJ,

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Call today for currcnt rates and sea
703-998-7600, ext. 154

s
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352-688-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

BEST SERVICE
.,...dandcelemonie.com

à

RF PARTS" CO.

RF

From Milliwatts to Kilowatts

POSITIONS WANTED
Friendly, Eager to work. ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified two-way
radio technician, amateur radio extra,
seeks CE, asst. CE FIT, P/T Contract,
AM/FM, Cable, TV. Contact: Mitchell
Rakoff, mitchellrakoffigyahoo.com
718-969-5224

Pro-Tek ®

EIROAOL AST

3089 Deltona Blvd.

"ATTENTION"
show prep
"MONSTER!" Looking for station
(wherever) with an "EDGE" Tight
boards, production and copywriting as well. Paul Presley at
realdouble_p@yahoo.com
or
(903) 573-7550
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Fresh ABS grad ready to make my
mark in radio. Hardworking, fun,
dedicated and eager! My energetic
personality will put positive waves
running through your station.
Jamie 580-541-6115

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA
Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors;
Se Habla Espanol

800-737-2787
rts.com

High fidelity, eclectic, enthusiastic vocal man. Avid news writer,
producer, sports personality,
commercial writer, voice over,
passionate for music. Marcell
Williams
214-941-1463;
mdwilliams75@yahoo.com Willing
to relocate.
Hip Hop R&B DJ/Sports Anchor.
Extremely professional, great
leadership skills, terrific sense of
humor.
Creative
commercial
writing, board-ops and production
talent. Temyia Polk ( 817-6805957) tpolk02@yahoo.com
New announcer trained for on-air,
production,
and
news
and
commercial writing. Willing to
travel and work any time. Jasmine
405-850-0108
Passionate about my work. With
passion comes success.
Fun,
energetic great female Radio/TV
Personality. Excellent copywriter.
Ability to perform voiceovers.
Octavia Whitlowe. 214-282-4500
BLUSTONENT4YAHOO.COM
Retired Wall Street Executive with
25 years as media liaison, looking
for home studio production of
commercials or books- on- tape
voice-over. David 405-948-1280
Spontaneous, witty female, hot,
on-air personality and great boardops. Ready to work in the radio
broadcasting industry.
Will
relocate. Dustie 405-601-9348

We Export

Web: www.rfparts.co

FOR THE BEST PRICE
8. 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes 8.

sockets/parts, new drebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-4e2el entee;lcgses.c;rn
night,
www

-,PAN
ISO 9001 —Certified

PROM« YOUR
MIMS!

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

liour Company

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax (650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
_
aim

gam.

Ca.m..roboua M.., i•Iaro,r,

To advertise,
call 703-998-7600
ext. 154
or e-mail:
cvanveen@imaspub.com
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SAW Lives
Many of us were disappointed when SAW
audio software was no longer being upgraded
for standard PCs. SAW Studio was only
available if you also purchased hardware.
For those production folks who liked
SAW, you will be glad to hear that SAW
Studio is now available in abasic version
that runs on any newer PC.
The interface looks different but has
many new features including a built-in
audio mixer with automation. The basic
concept of creating regions is the same.
There are free tutorials and aPDF manual. Ihad no trouble teaching myself the
new program.
Production folks can download ademo
at www.sawstudio.com.
Dr David L Burner
Chair
Communication Studies, Theatre and
Art Department
Westminster College
New Wilmington, Pa.

CONELRAD Memories
Buc Fitch's article on CONELRAD
(March 16), Jack Sellmeyer's reply and the
picture of the Gonset Communicator twometer transceiver in recent issues (
Reader's
Forum, May 13 and Sept. 28 respectively)
brought back some old memories.
My first job in radio was at WKDN(AM)
in Camden, NJ. Back in 1955 at the tender
age of 15, Iwas sporting abrand new First
Class Radio Telephone License. The station
was akilowatt day-timer on 800 kilocycles
(at the time it was indeed kilocycles!). It was
part of the Philadelphia area CONELRAD
operation. The chief engineer was aguy by
the name of Bob Houston.
As part of my indoctrination Iwas
schooled in the retuning of the Raytheon
RA1000 transmitter to 640 kc by changing
the crystal and then manipulating the push
buttons that activated the motor-driven plate
tuning and link-coupled loading circuits.
The ATU had taps that had to be changed
for 640 operation. There were other stations
that retuned to 1240 kc for CONELRAD
operation. The red markings on the coils
were for 640 operation; the black marked
spots for 800 operation. There were three
stations in each cluster.
The system used avoice-operated relay.
When audio was fed via the telephone pair
the carrier came on. It had about afive-second hold time so it (hopefully) stayed on for
the intended 15 seconds, as long as there
were no lengthy pauses between words and
sentences. Audio was then fed via the telephone line to station B and then station C
before it once again came around to us.
The system was tested once or twice a
year after midnight. The several-hundredfoot walk to the ATU and the moving of
taps by the light of the moon or the darkness
of astorm and asix-battery flashlight were
always interesting.
The Gonset Communicator was my introduction to two-meter ham operation. It was
the first truly portable one-box ham station.
Thanks for providing the opportunity for
abrief stroll down memory lane. It's hard
for me to believe I've been moving taps on
coils for 50 years.
Jack Layton, CPBE
McMurray, Pa.

Nothing New
About Jack
Ifind the recent ravings about the "new"
Jack format to be amusing, especially the
part about how it originated in Canada
around 2002.
I'm no old-timer, by any stretch of the
imagination, but Iwas running Jack on apair
of local stations — KBRO(AM) 1490 and
KNTB(AM)1480 — from March 1997
through April '99. Iwas GM/CE at the time.
We didn't call it Jack, of course. Isuppose
that name was invented by the Canadians.
We were ablock programmer just starting, and called it "filler music." The choice
of music was entirely up to me. We ran the
gamut from Abba to ZZ Top, and included
rock, country, jazz, grunge, R&B, hip-hop,
you name it. We even played classical. We
had no Ills besides me, and Ionly opened
the rnic to read occasional spots Iwas too
lazy to put on cart.
It didn't generate much revenue because
we weren't selling spots; we were selling
time. Besides, our footprint was too small for
Jack to be effective, especially on AM. The
listeners who loved us the most were local
delivery and service drivers. They wanted
music, but were stuck with AM-only radios
in their trucks and vans, and were sick to
death of talk.
Tim Mauch
Tacoma, Wash.

Lax FCC
Enforcement
Ifear Imust disagree with David
Solomon in his statement that FCC enforcement across the board is increasing ("How
to Stay Out of FCC Trouble,' Sept. 16).
While we all see an increase in enforcement of indecency and obscenity regulations,
payola and shutting down pirate broadcasters, Ihave seen no improvement in the lax
enforcement of technical regulations.
In my local area, Ican tick off one station that is overmodulating, one station
with an AM directional array that hasn't
functioned in over ayear, astation without apublic inspection file and at least
two stations that don't have adequate
transmitter monitoring.
These stations need to be inspected by
the FCC, and they need to be shut down.
Stations that are unwilling or unable to follow the simple technical requirements in
place today need to be taken off the air. The
bands are already too crowded as it is.
Bring back proof of performance measurements, regular transmitter monitoring
and public service requirements, and see
how many of the stations currently on the
air can stand up to them. Add on top of
that some proper localization requirements to shut down stations that broadcast
entirely satellite programming, and see
how much available bandwidth we have
freed up.
If anything, Iam disturbed at the
increasing emphasis on indecency charges
at the FCC, because it distracts attention
and limited enforcement capabilities from
more important issues.
Scott Dorsey
Kludge Audio
Williamsburg, Va.
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OPINION

Radio World

•READER'S
Engineer
Appreciation
We appreciate Radio World's timely
reminder about the lack of specific
awards celebrating the contributions of
engineers in our industry (
Reader's
Forum, Sept. 28). Indeed, if there were
ever a time the industry needed smart,
efficient engineering and technology to
propel our industry forward, it is now.

FORUM•

Pipelines
As digital radio grows, U.S. broadcasters have begun to explore the programming opportunities created by multicasting. Expect to read more about
how they're doing so in these pages.
But while the promise of additional channels is compelling, it is important
not to overlook the opportunities of other pipelines created by the growth of
new broadband devices such as MP3-capable mobile phones.
This is amarket broadcasters cannot afford to ignore. According to Gartner
Research, sales of cell phones are predicted to reach 1billion annually by 2009,
when nearly 40 percent of the world's population will own amobile handset.
The movement has begun. MSpot Radio, on which we've reported in RW,
is offering asubscription service that delivers "satellite-quality streaming
radio" to mobile devices. Currently there are 13 premium audio channels,
including The Associated Press, MarketWatch and NPR. Through MSpot
Music Radio, anew interactive service with 17 commercial-free channels,
consumers can purchase CDs, MP3s, music tones and screensavers using their
mobile phones. The service boasts of no expensive receivers, no downloads
and no synching.
Broadcasters need to gear up now for this new medium. Sales and promotions staffs can devise winning scenarios in which both the radio station and
the mobile provider benefit from revenue-generating activities. Production
staff members may find creative uses for the small screen on mobile devices,
which can display more than text.
To do this, they may wish to become proficient in programs like
Macromedia's Studio 8, which facilitates the development of content for
mobile devices. Engineers can learn mobile environments/languages such as
J2ME, Symbian, Windows Mobile, BREW and Palm OS.
Broadcasters are great at developing the type of content that mobile providers and others need for the pipelines created by broadband. As we move
forward, radio will need to deliver content to arange of devices, some of
which haven't yet been invented. It will need to find new ways to create content once, and publish it many times in different formats. The pace of development is breathtaking. For broadcasters, the opportunities are virtually
unlimited.
Are mobile devices in your pipeline?

Nor are we shy about vocalizing that
appreciation to fellow employees, advertisers and investors. We have even nominated several of our employees for engineering awards issued by other industry
publications.
Certainly, we always can do more to
honor those contributions, and Radio
World has given us added inspiration to
pursue that goal.
George G. Beasley
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Beasley Broadcast Group Inc.
Naples, Fla.

WWL Could Have
Done More

Beasley engineers Bob Kees,
assistant chief, and
DOE Don Melnyk hard at work.
Beasley has taken a leadership role in
deploying HD Radio technology, and we
couldn't have done it without the help of
our Chief Technology Officer Bob
Demuth and his team of seven chief engineers, and assistants and consultants diligently working on the transition across
our portfolio. Not aday goes by that we
don't appreciate their hard work and
what it means to the future of our company.

Corrections
The Oct. 26 issue of Radio World
was labeled with an incorrect issue
number on the masthead on page 54.
It should have read Vo. 29, No. 27.
Also, the headline on page 30 of
that issue was missing a word. It
should have read "At WGUC, Eager
for Radio Surround."

Iread the piece on WWL Radio and
Hurricane Katrina (" Radio Was a
Lifesaving Service," Oct. 12) and was
wondering if you listened to any of the
coverage the station broadcast in its aftermath.
Idid and Ilistened for hundreds of
hours and did not reach the same conclusions you did in your article. Iwould like
to point out a few of the observations I
noted and forwarded to my staff.
While WWL has provided some good
service, some of their overnight talk
show hosts might have cost lives. The
overnight period of Sept. 4 illustrates my
point.
The two on-airs were talking calls, and
a man in either uptown or Mid-cities
Iam afifth-generation New Orleanian.
called in and said he was stranded with a Ihave family and friends who lived in the
bum ankle and floodwaters were rising.
metro area. Iretired from the Navy at
He wanted to know what to do. Our two
NAS New Orleans in 1993. Iknow New
intrepid Cajun on-airs came to the rescue
Orleans, and the media in that area mirrors
and told the man to go sit on his porch
the community's lifestyle and attitudes.
and wave something white if he saw a
What Iheard did not surprise me, as I
boat come by. Didn't take his cell numexpected it. Great to see they stayed on
ber, didn't get an address or name. There
the air, but when the message isn't right,
were two other similar call- ins within
why waste the electrons?
that same hour with the same result.
Let me further illustrate.
Then their discussion turned to more
My general impression of this operaimportant things, like "if people who
tion was typical New Orleans — "let the
stole rod and reels should be prosecuted
good times roll." For instance, during the
or were they just trying to get food for
worst of it all Iheard ahot debate with
their families."
on-airs and callers from outside the city
The next morning Iwrote ablistering
on if they should have Mardi Gras.
e-mail to the governor, state OEP director
People were being rescued on roofs while
and the PD at WWL and told them they
they spent their time on mindless trivia
needed to clean their act up or Iwould
such as this?
make a formal complaint to the FCC
Instead of constant reminders to the
next. Surprise, surprise, Inever heard
citizens that the water was toxic and they
from any of them. This is just one of
need to get out, we got politician intermany instances Iheard during many days
views about how much they were doing
of listening.
to clear up the situation. And let there be
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no doubt, these anchors were leading the
charge on the blame game, blaming only
the feds — no locals, no state. There was
alot of time spent talking about the feds,
money and levees, with no concrete basis
for their charges being made over the air.
They also were running commercials
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about mixed messages.
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give them the high marks and praise Ihave
seen. Ispent hundreds of hours (especially
overnight) listening to WWL and Ithink
your article missed the mark abit.
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